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Online Advertising Assignment Problems
Considering Realistic Constraints
Gwang Kim
Department of Industrial Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
With a drastic increase in online communities, many companies have been pay-
ing attention to online advertising. The main advantages of online advertising are
traceability, cost-effectiveness, reachability, and interactivity. The benefits facilitate
the continuous popularity of online advertising. For Internet-based companies, a
well-constructed online advertisement assignment increases their revenue. Hence,
the managers need to develop their decision-making processes for assigning online
advertisements on their website so that their revenue is maximized.
In this dissertation, we consider online advertising assignment problems consid-
ering realistic constraints. There are three types of online advertising assignment
problems: (i) Display ads problem in adversarial order, (ii) Display ads problem in
probabilistic order, and (iii) Online banner advertisement scheduling for advertis-
ing effectiveness. Unlike previous assignment problems, the problems are pragmatic
approaches that reflect realistic constraints and advertising effectiveness. Moreover,
i
the algorithms the dissertation designs offer important insights into the online ad-
vertisement assignment problem.
We give a brief explanation of the fundamental methodologies to solve the on-
line advertising assignment problems in Chapter 1. At the end of this chapter, the
contributions and outline of the dissertation are also presented. In Chapter 2, we
propose the display ads problem in adversarial order. Deterministic algorithms with
worst-case guarantees are designed, and the competitive ratios of them are presented.
Upper bounds for the problem are also proved. We investigate the display ads prob-
lem in probabilistic order in Chapter 3. This chapter presents stochastic online
algorithms with scenario-based stochastic programming and Benders decomposition
for two probabilistic order models. In Chapter 4, an online banner advertisement
scheduling model for advertising effectiveness is designed. We also present the so-
lution methodologies used to obtain valid lower and upper bounds of the model
efficiently. Chapter 5 offers conclusions and suggestion for future studies.
The approaches to solving the problems are meaningful in both academic and
industrial areas. We validate these approaches can solve the problems efficiently
and effectively by conducting computational experiments. The models and solu-
tion methodologies are expected to be convenient and beneficial when managers at
Internet-based companies place online advertisements on their websites.
Keywords: Online advertising assignment, Display ads, Online banner advertise-
ment scheduling, Online algorithm, Stochastic programming, Advertising effective-
ness
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Online advertising is a method for advertising with the Internet to promote prod-
ucts or services to customers. It has become a significant source of income for many
Internet-based companies. Online advertising has advantages of traceability, cost-
effectiveness, reachability, and interactivity compared to other promotional methods
[95]. According to an Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) report [68], online adver-
tising revenue in the United States was $107.5 billion in 2018.
In online advertising market, there are two participants: advertisers and pub-
lishers. Advertisers request their advertisements to be displayed on websites and
publishers place requested advertisements on their websites. Online advertising as-
signment is generally decided through contracts [99]. Advertisers and publishers
achieve contracts by using compensation methods. Most of the Internet-base com-
panies, including Google AdWords and Naver Click Choice, use cost-per-click (CPC)
method based on customer performance as a compensation method between them
[28]. It means advertisers deposit their budget to an agency, and then publishers
gain revenue from the deposit each time a user clicks on their ads. Publishers need
to decide appropriate advertisements to be displayed to increase the number of clicks
from the users. For this reason, research on publishers’ decision making related to
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online advertising has been studied [95, 15, 99, 48, 49, 40, 82, 59, 37, 36, 35, 18].
Likewise, in this dissertation, we cover online advertising assignment problems that
publishers solve.
There are several ad formats (channels) in online advertising. Among them,
search engine advertising and display advertising are the most widely used formats.
In search engine advertising, advertisers want to show their ads to website users who
search for related keywords. If advertisers have a limited budget or want to sell a
specific product or service, search engine advertising can be a good fit. Publishers
should select an ad at the moment a user searches for related keywords. They select
an ad by considering the relation between the user and keyword. On the other hand,
display advertising is different from search engine advertising that selects ads based
on keywords. Advertisers want to display their graphical ads (e.g., banner ads) on the
specific space positioned on either side, top, or bottom of a web page. If advertisers
want to build brand awareness or do not have an immediate sale product, display
advertising can be a good fit.
In this dissertation, we cover two online advertising assignment problems that
model search engine advertising and display advertising, respectively. The two prob-
lems are the display ads problem and the online banner advertisement scheduling
problem. In Chapters 2 and 3, we present the display ads problem that can be rep-
resented as search engine advertising. In Chapter 4, we present the online banner
advertisement scheduling problem that can be represented as display advertising.
We give a brief explanation of the two problems in the next two sections. At the end
of this chapter, the contributions and outline of the dissertation are presented.
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1.1 Display Ads Problem
The display ads problem, which can be represented as search engine advertising,
has been studied both theoretically and practically [86, 49, 14, 83, 50]. When a
user searches for a related keyword, publishers select an ad to be displayed among
the set of eligible ads. Because traffic to the website is not known in advance, the
problem should be handled in real time. The display ads problem aims to select an
appropriate ad in real time to increase the probability that a user clicks the ad when
he or she arrives. Because publishers select an ad in real time without knowing the
information of the future, we deal with the problem in terms of online optimization.
To solve the problem related to online optimization, this dissertation presents online
algorithms. We give a brief explanation of online optimization and online algorithm
in Section 1.1.1.
The display ads problem has two features. First, all eligible ads have different
weights. The weight might be a prediction of click-through probability or an estimate
of targeting quality [16, 49]. The weights are revealed when a user arrives. Publishers
select an ad after considering the weights of the eligible ads. The value of weight
can be predicted through linear models, hybrid methods, or deep learning [4, 27,
75, 123]. However, in this dissertation, we do not cover the real-time prediction on
the weight and assume to get to know the weight when a user arrives. Second, each
advertiser has its budget deposited through which publishers gain revenue when its
ad is clicked in a specific period. Because of the limited budget, each ad has the
maximum number of displays in a specific period. Another reason why the problem
considers the maximum number of displays is to give the chance of displaying their
ads to as many advertisers as possible. In fact, it is reported that large publishers
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usually can display only 60% of the eligible ads because too many advertisers contract
and deposit their budget to an agency [53, 37, 49].
1.1.1 Online Algorithm
Online algorithms have recently been applied in fields of computer science and op-
erations research. In practice, optimization problems such as scheduling, resource
allocation may be faced with the situation in which there is no or incomplete in-
formation of the future. We call this situation online. Online optimization is an
optimization approach that solves optimization problems having no or incomplete
knowledge of the future. The problems in online situations are different from the
classical problems in which all input information is given (offline) [72, 51].
To deal with the problems in online situation, we present online algorithms. An
online algorithm, which is designed to solve online problems, is the one that can
process its input piece-by-piece in a serial fashion without having the entire knowl-
edge of inputs available from the beginning [80, 10]. It means that input is revealed
to the algorithm incrementally, then output is produced incrementally according to
the revealed input. On the other hand, an offline algorithm solves the problem with
knowing the whole input data in advance. Offline algorithms can find the optimal
solutions by using the complete information on input. Meanwhile, online algorithms
are more likely to find solutions that are not optimal because the information of the
input is incomplete.
In online problems, competitive analysis is used to analyze the online algorithms.
The competitive ratio in this analysis is introduced to measure the performance of
the online algorithm, and defined as the worst-case ratio between the performance of
4
an online algorithm and an optimal offline algorithm. An online algorithm is called
c-competitive if the cost (or profit) of the online algorithm is never worse than c
times the cost (or profit) of the optimal offline algorithm. In other words, given an
online problem, let ALG and OPT be the value of the objective function by the
online algorithm and the optimal value, respectively. For any input data (sequence),
the online algorithm is c-competitive if ALG/OPT ≥ c is satisfied.
Recent literature on online algorithms has been trying to design new online
algorithms that have a tighter competitive ratio compared to that of the previous
algorithm. In addition to deterministic algorithms, randomized algorithms have been
devised to obtain better competitive ratios in online problems. If we prove that no
deterministic (or randomized) algorithms can have a tighter competitive ratio than
that of the online algorithm, the algorithm is called an optimal online algorithm. One
of the objectives for research on online problems is to get a (near)-optimal online
algorithms in the online problems. For example, RANKING algorithm is known
as an optimal online algorithm in a online bipartite matching problem [99, 81]. In
Chapters 2 and 3, we deal with online algorithms in the display ads problem, which
is one of the online optimization problems.
1.2 Online Banner Advertisement Scheduling Problem
The online banner advertisement scheduling problem,which can be represented as
display advertising, has been studied both theoretically and practically [1, 2, 7, 36,
54, 74]. Publishers have a set of the eligible ads, through contracts with advertisers,
to be displayed on the site in the next planning period. In reality, a decision on
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banner advertisement assignment is conducted half-a-day or a full day in advance
[37]. Therefore, contrary to the display ads problem, publishers decide to assign
banner ads on slots of the next period while knowing all information on the eligible
ads in the online banner advertisement scheduling problem.
The online banner advertisement scheduling problem aims to assign appropri-
ate banner ads on slots to increase the number of times users click the ads. The
problem has two features. First, all banner ads have different sizes (heights). With-
out exceeding the height of the slot, several banner ads can be displayed on the
slot simultaneously. Second, we know that publishers can jointly select several ads
to display on the slot. The advertising effectiveness is different depending on the
set of banner ads displayed. In the past, publishers focused on space utilization of
the slots because the bid was different depending on the space size of the ad dis-
played [37, 59, 95]. After developing compensation methods like CPC, research on
the problem has changed from maximizing space utilization to maximizing advertis-
ing effectiveness (e.g., maximizing the number of times users click the ad).
1.3 Research Motivations and Contributions
First of all, we discuss the motivations for each problem in this section. The problems
in this dissertation cover online advertising assignment problems considering realistic
constraints or situations. First, for the display ads problem in adversarial order, the
problem is represented as the edge-weighted bipartite matching problem. However,
information on weights between edges is not known in advance. Only when a node
on the right-hand side (referred to as a slot) arrives, the edges and weights incident
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of the node are revealed. It means that the online advertising assignment progresses
in the real-time environment. Therefore, we cover this problem as an extension of
online bipartite matching problems.
Second, the display ads problem in probabilistic order tends to be a practical
perspective. Although information on weights between edges is revealed online, the
company can stochastically estimate the input sequence by using historical data in
real problems. Therefore, we design online algorithms that consider the information
of the estimated input sequence. The algorithms should be analyzed in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency.
Third, the online banner advertisement scheduling is an extension to a MAXS-
PACE problem of banner advertisement scheduling [1], which only focused on maxi-
mizing the space utilization of time slots. However, maximizing advertising effective-
ness may be more important than space utilization. We consider four factors that
influence the tendency for online users to click on the advertisement. It is known
that some factors are positive for advertising effectiveness, others are negative. The
problem considering the positive or negative factors at the same time has not yet
been studied in online banner advertisement scheduling.
The principal contributions of the dissertation are summarized as follows:
1. For the display ads problem in adversarial order,
• The problem can be represented as a generalization of the edge-weighted
and capacitated online bipartite matching problem.
• Considering the strict capacity constraint, deterministic algorithms with
worst-case guarantees are designed. We also prove upper bounds on the
7
competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithms.
• The gaps between the competitive ratios and upper bounds are analyzed
in many cases. We derive that the deterministic algorithm may be a near-
optimal algorithm according to the capacity and weight range.
2. For the display ads problem in probabilistic order,
• We derive stochastic formulations for the problem by considering two
probabilistic order models (known IID and random permutation), which
are suitable for the realistic situation. The probabilistic orders are well
known to be used as stochastic input models of the online matching prob-
lem.
• The stochastic online algorithm with scenario-based stochastic program-
ming and Benders decomposition is proposed to solve the problem.
• We discuss the efficiency and effectiveness of the stochastic online algo-
rithm through numerical experiments.
3. For the online banner advertisement scheduling,
• We propose an online banner advertisement scheduling model to maxi-
mize advertising effectiveness. Advertising effectiveness is represented as
the expected click-through rate (CTR) function.
• The expected CTR function considers four factors that influence the ten-
dency for online users to click on the advertisement. In particular, the
degree to competition has not yet been discussed extensively in the liter-
ature.
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• The heuristic approach using the properties of the objective function pro-
vides competitive solutions efficiently, even for large data sets of the model
which is non-convex and non-linear.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
In this dissertation, we consider three types of online advertising assignment prob-
lems and introduce the three problems in each chapter. In Chapter 2, we study the
display ads problem in the adversarial order. We present deterministic algorithms
and theorems for the problem in the adversarial order. In addition, upper bounds
on the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithms are derived. In Chapter 3,
we define the display ads problem in the probabilistic order. We introduce stochas-
tic online algorithms with scenario-based stochastic programming and Benders de-
composition for the probabilistic order. The contents of Chapter 2 are based on a
theoretical perspective, while Chapter 3 tends to be a practical perspective. Table
1.1 shows the comparison between this dissertation and previous research on the
display ads problem in terms of constraints and approaches.
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Table 1.1: Comparisons of this dissertation (Ch.2 and Ch.3) and previous studies
Author (year) Edge-weighted Capacity Approach
Feldman et al. (2009) [49] Unequal N(w1) T3
Korula and Pál (2009) [86] Unequal 1 T
Haeupler et al. (2012) [61] Unequal 1 T/P4
Bhalgat et al. (2012) [14] Unequal N(w) T/P
Kesselheim et al. (2013) [83] Unequal 1 T
Jaillet et al. (2014) [71] Equal 1 T/P
Chen et al. (2015) [26] Unequal 1 T/P
Ting et al. (2015) [118] Unequal N(w/o
2
) T
Bhaskar et al. (2016) [15] Unequal N(w/o) T
Sun et al. (2017) [117] Unequal 1 T
Huang et al. (2018) [65] Unequal 1 T/P
This dissertation Unequal N(w/o) T(Ch.2)/P(Ch.3)
1) w indicates ‘with free disposal assumption.’
2) w/o indicates ‘without free disposal assumption.’
3) T indicates a theoretical approach.
4) P indicates a practical approach.
In Chapter 4, we present a mathematical formulation of the online banner ad-
vertisement scheduling for advertising effectiveness. The problem considers four fac-
tors that influence the tendency for online users to click on the advertisement. The
four factors are size, exposure, involvement, and competition. Table 1.2 shows the
comparison between this dissertation and previous research on the online banner
advertisement scheduling problem in terms of the four factors. Then, we present an
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expected objective function that considers these factors. The value of the expected
function can be interpreted as advertising effectiveness. We also derive competitive
lower and upper bounds of the problem and propose the solution methodologies used
to obtain the bounds of the problem efficiently. Finally, we present our conclusions
and future research directions in Chapter 5.
Table 1.2: Comparisons of this dissertation (Ch.4) and previous studies
Author (year) Size Exposure Involvement Competition
Adler et al. (2002) [1] Yes No No No
Dawande et al. (2003) [34] Yes No No No
Freund and Naor (2004) [52] Yes Yes No No
Amiri and Menon (2006) [11] Yes Yes No No
Kumar et al. (2007) [87] Yes Yes Yes No
Deane and Pathak (2009) [38] No Yes Yes No
Boskamp et al. (2011) [18] Yes (2-D1) No No No
Deane (2012) [35] Yes No Yes No
Manik et al. (2016) [95] Yes Yes Yes No
Kaul et al. (2018) [82] Yes (2-D) No Yes No
Purnamawati et al. (2018) [108] Yes Yes Yes No
Gamzu and Koutsopoulos (2018) [54] No Yes No Yes
This dissertation Yes Yes Yes Yes
1) 2-D indicates two-dimensional banners.
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Chapter 2
Online Advertising Assignment Problem in
Adversarial Order
2.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
With the increase of online users, online advertising has become a significant source
of income for many Internet-based companies. According to an Internet Advertis-
ing Bureau (IAB) report [68], Internet advertising revenue in the United States
was $107.5 billion in 2018. The main advantages of online advertising are traceabil-
ity, cost-effectiveness, reachability, and interactivity. They facilitate the continuous
popularity of online advertising [95]. For these reasons, publishers who place on-
line advertisements on their websites need to develop decision-making processes to
maximize revenue. One such process involves rapidly selecting an appropriate adver-
tisement from among those in a set of available advertisements, and then assigning
it on the website, a placement defined as a slot [58].
An online advertising assignment problem that publishers solve corresponds to a
bipartite matching problem in graph theory. The problem can be interpreted as find-
ing an optimal matching among the advertisements and the slots because the assign-
ment of advertisements is generally decided either by auction or through contracts
[99]. Unlike the matching problem in which cardinality is maximized, the objective
12
of the online advertising assignment problem is to find connections, through which
revenue is maximized, between the advertisements and the slots. Each edge (con-
nection) has a weight. The weight of the edge might be a prediction of click-through
probability, an estimate of targeting quality, or a bid submitted by the advertiser
[16, 49]. When an advertisement is assigned to a slot, the weight corresponding to
the edge is realized.
In reality, information on weights is not known beforehand, making the problem
uncertain. Because of this, publishers focus on the online version of the problem
[46, 84, 109]. In other words, we define a bipartite graph for which information about
the nodes on the left-hand side is known in advance, and the nodes on the right-hand
side arrive online (one node at a time). The nodes on the left-hand side represent
advertisements, and those on the right-hand side represent slots. When a node on
the right-hand side arrives, the edges and weights incident of the node are revealed.
An online algorithm of the problem selects one of the edges (an advertisement is
displayed on the slot) or discards them (no advertisement is displayed on the slot).
The decision is irrevocable [2, 17, 24, 26, 29, 50, 57, 61, 65, 71, 77, 78, 81, 94, 96,
105, 119]. Online algorithms must complete each request of the assignment without
knowing the future sequence of the nodes on the right-hand side [63].
If each node on the left-hand side has an integer capacity (the maximum num-
ber of right-hand nodes being matched to the left-hand node), we call the situation
a Display ads problem. The problem is a generalization of the edge-weighted and
capacitated online bipartite matching problem. [49] gave a (1 − 1e )-competitive al-
gorithm for the display ads problem in the adversarial order when the value of each
capacity is big. [48] and [14] implemented fairness and smooth delivery constraints
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for the display ads problem. For edge-weighted bipartite matching, [118] proposed
a near-optimal algorithm for the edge-weighted b-matching problem. [117] proposed
a randomized algorithm, which gives a near-optimal solution.
In the display ads problem, [49] introduced the property (assumption) referred
to as free disposal. The definition of the free disposal assumption is that each node
on the left-hand side is allowed to be matched more times than its capacity, (c),
but the publishers gain only for the ‘c’ highest weights matched. In other words, the
assumption allows for violating the capacity constraint. Previous research introduced
the assumption in the display ads problem to obtain bounded competitive ratios in
the adversarial order [14, 48, 49].
Although the problem is tractable when the assumption is allowed, the problem
situation might be restricted. If some advertisers are sensitive to the number of
times their advertisements are displayed, the solutions with the assumption might
cause issues with trust. That is because there is a possibility that an advertisement
can be displayed more times than its capacity, while other advertisements miss the
chance to be displayed. Also, the display ads problem that allows for the free disposal
assumption is challenging to apply to other types of problems (e.g., scheduling or
resource allocation) in which resources, such as humans and machines, are strictly
limited. In this study, the objective of this problem is to maximize the total weight
of edges matched while considering the strict capacity constraint.
The Adwords problem is similar to the display ads problem in terms of the
application of online bipartite matching problems. The adwords problem has an in-
dividual budget instead of an integer capacity for each node on the left-hand side,
and the objective of the problem is to maximize the total budget spent [4, 15, 19,
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25, 40, 41, 57, 70, 76, 90, 100, 101]. [15] proposed the adwords problem without a
small-bid assumption, which is a relaxed capacity constraint. Like [15], we propose
the display ads problem that does not allow the free disposal assumption. We call
it the display ads problem without free disposal. The objective of this problem is
to maximize the total weight of edges matched while considering the strict capacity
constraint. For the adversarial order, deterministic algorithms with worst-case guar-
antees are designed, and the competitive ratios of them are proved. Upper bounds
for the problem are also proposed.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we define the
display ads problem in the adversarial order. Section 2.3 presents deterministic al-
gorithms and theorems for the problem in the adversarial order. In Section 2.4, upper
bounds on the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithms are presented. We
also compare the gaps between the competitive ratios and the upper bounds. We
summarize this section in Section 2.5.
2.2 Display Ads Problem in Adversarial Order
The display ads problem is defined as follows [49, 99, 117, 118]: For an edge-weighted
bipartite graph G = (A, T,E,w), A is a set of advertisements (left); T is a set of
slots (right); E is a set of edges of graph G; and w is a set of weights for E. We
know the information on A in advance and each advertisement i ∈ A has capacity
Ci, which is the maximum number of being matched to T . However, we do not know
any information of T,E, and w, except |T |. The set of T arrives online, one node at
a time. When a node j ∈ T arrives, all edges incident to j as well as the weights, wij ,
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of each are revealed. The algorithm matches a connection between a node j and one
of the advertisements available or leaves the node unmatched. The decision made is
irrevocable. To resolve the absence of non-trivial competitive ratios, we assume that
the online algorithms know the range of the weights [Li, Ui] for each ad i.










xij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ T (2.2)
|T |∑
j=1
xij ≤ Ci ∀i ∈ A (2.3)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ A, j ∈ T (2.4)
The binary decision variable, xij , is 1 if ad i ∈ A is matched to slot j ∈ T ; 0
otherwise. The objective function (2.1) maximizes the total weight of the edges
matched. Constraint (2.2) ensures that a slot can display at most one advertisement.
Constraint (2.3) limits the number of times each advertisement can be displayed.
This study focuses on the online version of the problem and proposes online
algorithms to solve the problem. We assume that there is no knowledge of the arrival
order of T in the adversarial order. For the sake of simplicity and tractability, the
weight range for each ad i (wij ∈ [Li, Ui], ∀j adjacent to i) is assumed to be known in
advance. If the online algorithm finds a matching M for graph G, then the objective
value of the algorithm is
∑
(i,j)∈M wij . We use the notation of ‘competitive ratio’ to
measure the performance of the online algorithm. The competitive ratio is defined as
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the ratio of the value obtained by the online algorithm (ALG) to the optimal offline
objective value (OPT ) given a bipartite graph G. For every graph G = (A, T,E,w)
and every order of T , the online algorithm is c-competitive if ALG ≥ c ·OPT .
2.3 Deterministic Algorithms for Adversarial Order
In this section, we present deterministic algorithms for the display ads problem in
the adversarial order. We have no knowledge of the arrival order of T over any
bipartite graph G = (A, T,E,w). We assume that the range of the weights for ad
i ∈ A is [Li, Ui] and the capacity of it is Ci. A simple deterministic algorithm, called
Greedy, is defined as follows:
Algorithm 2.1: Greedy
while a new node j ∈ T arrives do
if all neighbors of j are unavailable (not or full connected) then
continue;
else




For Algorithm 2.1, we prove the following competitive ratio:
Theorem 2.1. Algorithm 2.1 has a competitive ratio of 11+M1 for the display ads
problem without free disposal (M1 := max(
Ui
Li
), ∀i ∈ A).
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that all capacities in A have the value of 1. Let E∗
denote the set of optimal edges given by the offline algorithm, and let E′ denote the
set of edges produced by Algorithm 2.1. Let OPT and ALG be the objective values
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obtained by the offline algorithm and Algorithm 2.1, respectively.
The edges in E′ can be divided into two types: E′ ∩ E∗ and E′\E∗. The total
value of the weights from E′ ∩ E∗ is the same in OPT and in ALG (let the value
be K). For every edge ei ∈ E′\E∗, there may exist at most two edges f1i and f2i
that are for E∗\E′ as shown in Figure 2.1. (f1i (f2i ): the edges incident with b(a) in
E∗\E′, respectively). Let ALGi denote the weight of the edge ei and OPTi denote
the total weight obtained from the edges f1i and f
2
i . We know that the weight of the
edge f1i is less than ALGi, and the weight of the edge f
2
i is less than or equal to Ui.








Figure 2.1: Example edge in E′\E∗










f2i )) have no degree in E
′. This finding contradicts the procedure used for Algorithm
2.1 because, in this case, the edge e would be included in E′ while Algorithm 2.1
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proceeds. Therefore, ALG ≥ K +
∑
i=1,...,p Li and OPT < K +
∑
i=1,...,p(Li + Ui).






















For this problem, we consider a worst case in which the competitive ratio of any
deterministic algorithms could be affected. For example, for ad i ∈ A, a deterministic
algorithm has already matched i to Ci nodes in T . All the edges matched have low
weights. Then, a node in T , which is the only neighbor of i, arrives. The weight of the
edge between them is exceptionally high. To avoid this case, we propose Algorithm
2.2 which is based on the techniques developed by [118]. For Algorithm 2.2, we define
variables, xi, as the number of matched edges between ad i and nodes in T .
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Algorithm 2.2: Greedy with sub ads
for each i ∈ A do









Decompose a variable xi into ki variables xi0, xi1, . . . , xi(ki−1) and set all
variables to 0;
end
while a new node j ∈ T arrives do
t← 1;
while t ≤ |A| do
i← a neighbor of j such that the weight of edge between them is the
tth highest among that of all edges adjacent to j;
if i = ∅ then
break;
end






















For Algorithm 2.2, we prove the following competitive ratio as follows:
Theorem 2.2. Algorithm 2.2 has a competitive ratio of 11+M2 for the display ads
















), ∀i ∈ A).
Proof. Let E∗ denote the set of optimal edges given by the offline algorithm. Let
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OPT and ALG be the objective values obtained by the offline and Algorithm 2.2,
respectively. For Algorithm 2.2, each i ∈ A is decomposed into ki nodes (we call
them sub ads). Each sub ad has one of the ki disjoint ranges within [Li, Ui] and is





nodes in T . Let E′′ denote the set of edges produced by
Algorithm 2.2 using the sub ads.
We note that each edge in E∗ can be mapped to one node (or sub ad) matched









. There are two cases when





. In this case, the algorithm can match j
to a sub ad s1 ∈ A corresponding to xu,v (which may be xi,p). We map eij to node
j ∈ T . It follows that wij ≤ ws1j because node j can be matched to at least the





. We map eij to sub ad s2 ∈ A
corresponding to xi,p. Let E



























are mapped from the first case and E∗2 = E
∗\E∗1. Let OPT (E∗1) and OPT (E∗2)
be the total weight of the edges for E∗1 and E
∗
2, respectively. For the first case,
we map eij ∈ E∗1 to node j ∈ T and any two edges in E∗1 cannot be mapped
to the same node in T . We have wij ≤ ws1j . Therefore, OPT (E∗1) ≤ ALG. In
































ki ·ALG(E′′(s2)). Note that each i ∈ A matches at most Ci nodes in T . We have∑
j∈T |eij∈E∗2
















wij = OPT (E
∗(s2)) ≤ M2 · ALG.
We know OPT = OPT (E∗1) + OPT (E
∗
2). Therefore, OPT ≤ (1 + M2) · ALG and
the competitive ratio can be 11+M2 .
In this study, we propose an integrated algorithm that combines Algorithm 2.1
and Algorithm 2.2, and prove the following lemma:
Algorithm 2.3: Greedy + Greedy with sub ads
































display ads problem without free disposal.
Proof. The proofs for Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 prove Lemma 2.3.
2.4 Upper Bounds of Deterministic Algorithms for Ad-
versarial Order
In Section 2.3, we proved some competitive ratios of our deterministic algorithms
for the display ads problem without free disposal. In this section, upper bounds on
the competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithms are presented. We compare the
gaps between the competitive ratios and the upper bounds depending on the size of
values Li, Ui, and Ci. [49] presented a simple upper bound for the problem.
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Theorem 2.4. No deterministic algorithm for the display ads problem achieves a
competitive ratio better than 12 even though free disposal is allowed.
Proof. We consider an instance from G = (A, T,E,w) in which A = {i1, i2} and
T = {j1, j2}. The capacity of each advertisement is 1. When j1 arrives first, we know
that wi1j1 and wi2j1 have the same weight (let the weight be w). We arbitrarily match
j1 to i1 (Fig. 2.2). Once j1 has been matched, j2 arrives. The edge incident to the
same advertisement matched to j1 is revealed only and the weight of the edge is w.
As j2 cannot be matched when it arrives, a deterministic algorithm can obtain w
(Fig. 2.3). However, the optimal objective value is 2w (Fig. 2.4). Solid (dotted) lines
mean matching (not matching) between an ad and a slot.
Figure 2.2: Result for deterministic algorithm when j1 arrives
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Figure 2.3: Result for deterministic algorithm when j2 arrives
Figure 2.4: Optimal solution (offline version)
Using Theorem 2.4, we give the following lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Algorithm 2.3 can be an optimal deterministic (online) algorithm when
Li = Ui, ∀i.
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Proof. When Li = Ui for every ad i ∈ A, the values of M1 and M2 in Algorithm 2.3
are all equal to 1. Hence, the competitive ratio of the algorithm can be 12 . As the
upper bound of the competitive ratio is 12 according to Theorem 2.4, Algorithm 2.3
can be an optimal deterministic (online) algorithm when Li = Ui, ∀i.
To show that Algorithm 2.3 is effective even when Li 6= Ui, we prove an upper
bound on the competitive ratio for any deterministic algorithms and show that the
gap between the upper bound and competitive ratio is not large. We present the
following theorem, which is based on the techniques developed by [118], to get an
upper bound.
Theorem 2.6. No deterministic algorithm for the display ads problem without free
















⌉ · ee−1), ∀i ∈ A.
Proof. We already proved 12 in Theorem 2.4. First, we define a deterministic algo-
rithm DA. Let OPT and ALG be the objective values obtained by the offline and de-
terministic algorithm DA, respectively. Next, we proveK1 using an instance. Assume
that A = {i} and its capacity is Ci. A sequence (j1, j2, . . . , j(Ci+1)) of Ci + 1 nodes






for 1 ≤ k ≤ Ci + 1. For a deterministic algorithm, we could find a value p such that
jp is not matched to i. When jp is not matched to i in DA, the adversary stops
the input sequence. Consider an instance with T = {j1, j2, . . . , jp} arriving online.
If p = 1, ALG = 0. It follows that the competitive ratio of this instance would be 0.
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Therefore, an upper bound of the competitive ratio can be K1.





types of nodes in T (Li 6= Ui). Each type has Ci nodes that arrives











of nodes in T arrives online, and ad i and all nodes in T are adjacent. Let wijk =
Li(e)




. The adversary for any deterministic algorithm DA





(1). Ci nodes corresponding to j1 arrive online: If the number of nodes matched to i
(say x1) is less than or equal to Ci/Y , the adversary stops the input sequence.




Y ≤ K2. Otherwise, the adversary continues in (2).
(2). Ci nodes corresponding to j2 arrive online: If the number of nodes matched to
i (say x1 + x2) is less than or equal to 2 ·Ci/Y , the adversary stops the input
sequence. Because x1 > Ci/Y and x1 + x2 ≤ 2 · Ci/Y , we have x2 ≤ Ci/Y .







e ≤ K2. Otherwise, the adversary continues
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in (s), where s=3.
(s). (3 ≤ s ≤ Y − 1) Ci nodes corresponding to js arrive online: If the number of
nodes matched to i (say
∑s
l=1 xl) is less than or equal to s·Ci/Y , the adversary
stops the input sequence. As x1 > Ci/Y , x1 +x2 > 2 ·Ci/Y , . . ., x1 +x2 + · · ·+
xs−1 > (s− 1) ·Ci/Y , and x1 +x2 + · · ·+xs ≤ (s) ·Ci/Y , we have xs ≤ Ci/Y .
Then ALG is at most Li · (Ci/Y ) +Li · e · (Ci/Y ) + · · ·+Li · es−1 · (Ci/Y ). The







Otherwise, the adversary continues in step (s+1).
(Y). Ci nodes corresponding to jY arrive online: By definition, x1 +x2 + · · ·+xY ≤








≤ K2. Therefore, an upper bound of the competitive ratio can





Table 2.1: Results for the gaps between competitive ratios and upper bounds
Case (approaches) Ratio by Algorithm 2.3 Upper bound
Ui/Li ' 1 −→ 1/2 1/2















Table 2.1 shows the results for the gaps between the competitive ratios and the
upper bounds depending on the size of values Ci and the ratio of Ui to Li (Ui/Li).
When the ratio of Ui to Li is very small, the upper bound and lower bound approach
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2 . Otherwise, we divide the bounds into two cases according to the relative size of


















) . When Ci is large,













⌉) . The gaps between the upper and lower bounds are not large when the
ratio of Ui to Li is close to 1 or Ci is very large or small compared to the ratio of
Ui to Li. Algorithm 2.3 shows good performances for the analysis with the upper
bound on the competitive ratio. In particular, Algorithm 2.3 might be a near-optimal
algorithm, according to the value of Ci and [Li, Ui]. When it comes to randomized
algorithms, [117] proposed a near-optimal algorithm for the problem. For this reason,
we do not cover randomized algorithms in this study.
2.5 Summary
This study dealt with the display ads problem, which is a generalization of the edge-
weighted and capacitated online bipartite matching problem. Unlike the existing
literature, this study presented the problem with the strict capacity constraint to
reflect the realistic situation. To obtain bounded competitive ratios, we assumed
that the online algorithms know the range of the weights [Li, Ui] for each ad i.
Considering the strict capacity constraint, deterministic algorithms with worst-case
guarantees were designed. We also proved upper bounds on the competitive ratio of
any deterministic algorithms. We derived that the deterministic algorithm may be a
near-optimal algorithm according to the capacity and weight range. The results not
only showed the improved worst-case guarantees but also led to theoretical contri-
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Online Advertising Assignment Problem in
Probabilistic Order
3.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
As mentioned in Chapter 2, an online advertising assignment problem can correspond
to a bipartite matching problem in graph theory. Unlike the matching problem in
which cardinality is maximized, the objective of the online advertising assignment
problem is to find connections, through which revenue is maximized, between the ad-
vertisements and the slots. The connections between the advertisements and the slots
are generally decided either by auction or through contracts [99]. Each edge (con-
nection) has a weight. The weight of the edge might be a prediction of click-through
probability, an estimate of targeting quality, or a bid submitted by the advertiser
[16, 49]. The weight corresponding to the edge is realized when an advertisement is
assigned to a slot.
This study focuses on the online version of the online advertising assignment
problem, which is similar to Chapter 2. In reality, information on weights is not
known beforehand, making the problem uncertain. [46, 84, 109]. In other words, we
define a bipartite graph for which information about the nodes on the left-hand side
is known in advance, and the nodes on the right-hand side arrive online (one node
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at a time). The nodes on the left-hand side represent advertisements and those on
the right-hand side represent slots. When a node on the right-hand side arrives,
the edges and weights incident of the node are revealed. An online algorithm of
the problem selects one of the edges (an advertisement is displayed on the slot) or
discards them (no advertisement is displayed on the slot). The decision is irrevocable
[2, 17, 24, 26, 29, 50, 57, 61, 65, 71, 77, 78, 81, 94, 96, 105, 119].
This chapter covers the display ads problem as Chapter 2 covered. The problem
is a generalization of the edge-weighted and capacitated online bipartite matching
problem. The property referred to as free disposal, which was introduced by [49],
is also excluded in this chapter. The definition of the free disposal assumption is
that each node on the left-hand side is allowed to be matched more times than its
capacity, (c), but the publishers gain only for the ‘c’ highest weights matched. In
other words, the assumption allows for violating the capacity constraint. If some
advertisers are sensitive to the number of times their advertisements are displayed,
the solutions with the assumption might cause issues with trust. That is because
there is a possibility that an advertisement can be displayed more times than its
capacity, while other advertisements miss the chance to be displayed. Also, the
display ads problem that allows for the free disposal assumption is challenging to
apply to other types of problems (e.g., scheduling or resource allocation) in which
resources, such as humans and machines, are strictly limited. Like Chapter 2, this
chapter deals with ‘the display ads problem without free disposal.’
This study presents the analyses of probabilistic orders to the problem. The
adversarial order covered in Chapter 2 focuses on the worst-case analysis which
considers all possible cases. That is, given an uncertainty set, the adversarial or-
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der means a non-parametric approach. However, in real problems, companies can
stochastically estimate the input sequence by using historical data. It means that
we make certain assumptions about a given uncertainty set through historical data.
It is natural to consider probabilistic orders for the display ads problem, which can
be expressed as a parametric approach [48]. In Chapter 3, we cover the display ads
problem in probabilistic orders.
There has been some literature on the problem in the probabilistic orders. [86]
developed a 18 -approximation algorithm for the online weighted bipartite matching
problem in the random order. [3] and [65] proved a competitive ratio of 1 − 1e and
0.6534 for the online vertex-weighted bipartite matching problem in the random or-
der, respectively. [83] presented an algorithm that is a generalization of the secretary
problem to solve the edge-weighted bipartite online matching problem in the random
order.
Two probabilistic order models (known IID and random permutation) are con-
sidered in this study. The two probabilistic orders are generally used as stochastic
input models of the online matching problem [99]. This study presents stochastic
online algorithms with scenario-based stochastic programming and Benders decom-
position. The stochastic online algorithm is based on the algorithms presented in
[49] and [90]. Upon each arrival of a node on the right-hand side, the algorithm esti-
mates future scenarios of remaining slots and solves optimization problems to make a
competitive decision for the current slot. The algorithm is used in this study to han-
dle the uncertainty reasonably. Numerical experiments on various future scenarios
are conducted to show better performances over the primal-dual algorithm of [49].
Chapter 2 is a theoretical perspective, while Chapter 3 is a practical perspective.
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we define the
display ads problem without free disposal in the probabilistic order. Section 3.3 in-
troduces stochastic online algorithms with scenario-based stochastic programming
and Benders decomposition for the probabilistic orders. Section 3.4 provides nu-
merical results of the stochastic online algorithm which is presented in Section 3.3.
Section 3.5 offers our contributions and conclusions of this study.
3.2 Display Ads Problem in Probabilistic Order
For an edge-weighted bipartite graph G = (A, T,E,w), a mathematical formulation










xij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ T (3.2)
|T |∑
j=1
xij ≤ Ci ∀i ∈ A (3.3)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ A, j ∈ T (3.4)
The notations used in the formulation are the same as those in Sections 2.2. The
binary decision variable, xij , is 1 if ad i ∈ A is matched to slot j ∈ T ; 0 otherwise. The
objective function (3.1) maximizes the total weight of the edges matched. Constraint
(3.2) ensures that a slot can display at most one advertisement. Constraint (3.3)
limits the number of times each advertisement can be displayed.
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This study focuses on the online version of the problem and proposes online
algorithms to solve the problem. In online environment, we do not know any infor-
mation of T,E, and w, except |T |. The set of T arrives online, one node at a time.
When a node j ∈ T arrives, all edges incident to j as well as the weights, wij , of
each are revealed. The algorithm matches a connection between a node j and one
of the advertisements available or leaves the node unmatched. The decision made
is irrevocable. Unlike the adversarial order in Chapter 2, this chapter deals with
probabilistic orders. There is an arrival order of T under the probabilistic structure
in the probabilistic order. Two probabilistic order models (known IID and random
permutation) are considered. The known IID model starts with the information on
types of nodes in T . We know a probability distribution on a collection of node types.
The random permutation model assumes that the nodes in T arrive in a uniform
random permutation. The details of the probabilistic orders are presented in Section
3.3.
3.3 Stochastic Online Algorithms for Probabilistic Order
In this section, we assume that publishers already know information on the prob-
ability distribution for the future coming slots. Stochastic online algorithms are
proposed to solve the display ads problem in the probabilistic order. The algorithm
combines the primal-dual algorithms developed by [49] with scenario-based stochas-
tic programming and Benders decomposition proposed by [90]. We use two-stage
stochastic programming to handle the stochastic programming problem. A brief ex-
planation of the two-stage stochastic is in 3.3.1.
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The algorithm in the probabilistic orders is a practical approach. We conduct
numerical experiments of the stochastic online algorithm, and the results are pre-
sented in Section 3.4. We uses two stochastic models according to information of the
sequence on the right-hand nodes: the known IID and random permutation models.
3.3.1 Two-Stage Stochastic Programming
Stochastic programming is an approach for modeling optimization problems that
include uncertainty [115]. In general, we cover optimization problems on condition
that all input parameters (information) are given. We call them deterministic opti-




where the objective function is f(·, ·) : X × Ξ → R. x ∈ X is a vector of decision
variables and ξ ∈ Ξ is a parameter.
However, in practice, optimization problems may be faced with the situation in
which there are some unknown parameters and uncertain situations as mentioned in
Section 1.1.1. If we know and estimate the probability distribution of the parameter
(ξ), stochastic programming can be applied to solve the problem. The objective of
the stochastic programming model is to find some solution that not only is feasible
but also performs well on average. That is, in the objective function, there is an
expectation term that includes a function consisting of decision variables and random
variables. We focus on maximizing (or minimizing) the objective function including
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where ξ is a random variable with a known probability distribution.
One of the most widely applied and studied stochastic programming models is
two-stage stochastic programming. A general two-stage (linear) stochastic program-
ming problem can be expressed as follows:
max
x∈X
{g(x) := cTx+ E[Q(x, ξ)]}
where Q(x, ξ) is the optimal value of the second-stage problem
Q(x, ξ) := max
y∈Rm
q(ξ)T y
s.t. y ∈ Y(x, ξ)
where x is the vector of the first-stage decision variables, y is the second-stage deci-
sion variable vector. Y(x, ξ) represents the set of feasible solutions for a given x. In
the two-stage stochastic programming, we solve the problem in the first stage be-
fore the uncertainty is revealed. The second-stage problem can be represented as an
optimization problem that finds an optimal solution, which satisfies the constraint,
after the uncertainty is revealed.
To solve the problem numerically, we assume that |Ξ| is finite and the probability
of each realization can be obtained. For example, there are K scenarios (realizations)










The two-stage stochastic programming problem can be formulated as a deterministic






s.t. x ∈ X
yk ∈ Y(x, ξk) ∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
3.3.2 Known IID model
For the known IID model, we assume that there are some types of nodes in T . For a
collection K of node types, the publishers know a probability distribution on K in
advance. For each slot, a node type k ∈ K is drawn from the probability distribution.
We suppose that the jth slot has just arrived (such that kj , which is a node type at
slot j, is revealed) and that the publishers decide an advertisement to be displayed on
the slot. Parameters and decision variables for a stochastic programming formulation
are introduced as follows:
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Table 3.1: Parameters and decision variables
Ωj Set of future sample scenarios at slot j
pω Probability of scenario ω (ω ∈ Ωj)
wik Weight of the edge between ad i and type k
Tωjk Number of slots for type k in scenario ω
C lefti Capacity left for ad i
xi Binary decision variable, whose value is 1 if ad i is allocated
to slot j, 0 otherwise
yωik Number of slots for type k allocated to ad i for scenario ω


















xi ≤ 1 (3.6)
|A|∑
i=1






i ∀ω ∈ Ωj , i ∈ A (3.8)
x ∈ B|A| (3.9)
yωik ∈ N ∀i ∈ A, k ∈ K,ω ∈ Ωj (3.10)
The objective function (3.5) maximizes the weight for the jth slot and the ex-
pected total weight obtained from the remaining future slots. Constraint (3.6) en-
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sures that the jth slot can display at most one advertisement. Constraint (3.7) guar-
antees that the number of slots for type k allocated to all advertisements in scenario
ω cannot exceed Tωjk. Constraint (3.8) limits the capacity left for each advertise-
ment and each scenario. Constraints (3.9) and (3.10) define xi and y
ω
ik as binary and
integer variables, respectively.












xi ≤ 1 (3.12)
x ∈ B|A| (3.13)
Slave problem (for each x and ω)
















i − xi ∀i ∈ A (3.16)
yωik ∈ N ∀i ∈ A, k ∈ K (3.17)
For each x and ω, we should obtain the objective value of the slave problem.




dual variables corresponding to the first and second types of constraint for each









i − xi)βωi for every x and ω. The objective value of the dual
problem can be a cut for the master problem:









(C lefti − xi)β
ω
i (3.18)
s.t. αωk + β
ω
i ≥ wik ∀i ∈ A, k ∈ K (3.19)
αωk ≥ 0, βωi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ A, k ∈ K (3.20)





















(C lefti − xi)β
ω
i ∀ω ∈ Ωj (3.23)
x ∈ B|A| (3.24)
















i − xi)βωi ]. If the constant











i xi). By using the values of the dual variables β
ω
i , we develop a stochastic
online algorithm with the primal-dual algorithm, which is presented in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.3 Random permutation model
For the random permutation model, we assume that there are |T | node types in
T and the number of slots for each type is 1. For a collection K of node types, it
becomes K = |T | and T = {1, 2, · · · , |T |}. That is, a sequence on the right-hand
side nodes becomes one of the random permutations of T . The probability of each
sequence is identical. Like with the known IID model, we suppose that the jth slot
has just arrived (such that a type at slot j is revealed) and that the publishers choose
an advertisement to be displayed on the slot. Parameters and decision variables for
a stochastic programming formulation are introduced as follows:
Table 3.2: Parameters and decision variables
Ωj Set of future sample scenarios at slot j, |Ωj | = (|T | − j)!
pj Probability of each scenario at slot j, pj =
1
|Ωj |
wωik Weight of the edge between ad i and slot k in scenario ω
(k ≥ j + 1)
Clefti Capacity left for ad i
xi Binary decision variable, whose value is 1 if ad i is allocated
to slot j, 0 otherwise
xωik Binary decision variable, whose value is 1 if ad i is allocated
to slot k in scenario ω; 0 otherwise (k ≥ j + 1)
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xi ≤ 1 (3.26)
|A|∑
i=1






i ∀ω ∈ Ωj , i ∈ A (3.28)
x ∈ B|A| (3.29)
xωik ∈ B ∀i ∈ A, k ≥ j + 1, ω ∈ Ωj (3.30)
The objective function (3.25) maximizes the weight for the jth slot and the
expected total weight obtained by the remaining future slots. Constraints (3.26) and
(3.27) ensure that each slot of each scenario can display at most one advertisement.
Constraint (3.28) limits the capacity left for each advertisement and each scenario.
Constraints (3.29) and (3.30) define xi and x
ω
ik as binary variables, respectively.














xi ≤ 1 (3.32)
x ∈ B|A| (3.33)
Slave problems (for each x and ω)
















i − xi ∀i ∈ A (3.36)
xωik ∈ B ∀i ∈ A, k ≥ j + 1 (3.37)
For each x and ω, we should obtain the objective value of the slave problem. The
value can be approximated by using the dual slave problem. αωk and β
ω
i are dual
variables corresponding to the first and second types of constraint for each slave









i − xi)βωi for every x and ω. The objective value of the dual
problem can be a cut for the master problem:
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(C lefti − xi)β
ω
i (3.38)
s.t. αωk + β
ω
i ≥ wik ∀i ∈ A, k ≥ j + 1 (3.39)
αωk ≥ 0, βωi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ A, k ≥ j + 1 (3.40)




















(C lefti − xi)β
ω
i ∀ω ∈ Ωj (3.43)
x ∈ B|A| (3.44)













i − xi)βωi ]. If the constant









i xi). By using the values of the dual variables β
ω
i , we develop a stochastic
online algorithm with the primal-dual algorithm, which is presented in Section 3.3.4.
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3.3.4 Stochastic approach using primal-dual algorithm
[49] provided a primal-dual algorithm to obtain a good competitive ratio for the
display ads problem. Primal and dual linear programming (LP) formulations for the











xij ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ T (3.46)
|T |∑
j=1
xij ≤ Ci ∀i ∈ A (3.47)









s.t. αj + βi ≥ wij ∀i ∈ A, j ∈ T (3.50)
αj ≥ 0, βj ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ A, j ∈ T (3.51)
The algorithm uses the dual variables βi in dual LP to display an advertisement
on a slot. First, the dual variables βi are all initialized to 0. When a slot j ∈ T arrives
online, we select an advertisement that maximizes wij−βi among the advertisements
available, and the selected advertisement is displayed on slot j. If wij − βi < 0,
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then leave slot j unassigned because the solution is infeasible for the dual. If the
advertisement is displayed, then set xij := 1, αj := wij − βi, and βi is updated with
one of the update rules (i.e. greedy, uniform weighting, or exponential weighting).
The rules were proposed by [49] as a means to obtain theoretical competitive ratios.
The algorithm proceeds until all slots in T arrive. At each iteration, the primal
solution gives a feasible integer solution, and the dual solution is also feasible. The
value of βi plays a role in adjusting the weight wij by increasing βi as the number
of ad i displayed increases. Therefore, it is important for the publishers to decide an
appropriate value for βi and use it in the algorithm.
This study presents a stochastic online algorithm that is based on the primal-
dual algorithm. The algorithm updates βi with
∑
ω∈Ωj p
ω · βωi (in the known IID
model) or
∑
ω∈Ωj pj · β
ω
i (in the random permutation model), which is obtained by
the stochastic programming formulation. Compared with βi, these values are more
likely to be appropriate because they reflect stochastic information. A primal-dual
algorithm with stochastic information is shown as follows:
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Algorithm 3.1: Primal-dual algorithm with stochastic information
xij ← 0 ∀i ∈ A, j ∈ T ;
βi ← 0, C lefti ← Ci ∀i ∈ A;
t← 1;
while a new node j ∈ T arrives do
Select i ∈ A which maximizes the value wij − βi and satisfies C lefti > 0;
if i ∈ A is selected then
xij ← 1 and C lefti ← C
left
i − 1;
update βi by one rule (e.g., greedy, uniform weighting, or
exponential weighting);
end
if t ≡ 0 (mod ∆) then
solve the stochastic programming formulation at the time of tth slot
to obtain βωi ;
update either βi ← λ · βi + (1− λ) ·
∑
ω∈Ωj p
ω · βωi (known IID)
∀i ∈ A or βi ← λ · βi + (1− λ) ·
∑
ω∈Ωj pj · β
ω
i (random




This algorithm selects ad i ∈ A by using updated values βi. If the stochastic
programming formulation is solved each time a slot arrives, then the algorithm takes
much computation time. To shorten the computation time, the algorithm uses the
stochastic technique only for every ∆ slots. A parameter λ (0 ≤ λ < 1) is introduced
to adjust the effect of the stochastic technique. The effect is higher when the value




In this section, we analyze the primal-dual algorithm with stochastic information
(Algorithm 3.1) through numerical experiments. The algorithm was run with JAVA
language in Windows 7 on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690 CPU 3.5GHz
with 16.00 GB of RAM. IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.8 was used to obtain the
dual variables βwi for each scenario. For these experiments, we use the ‘experimental
ratio’ as the ratio of the value obtained by Algorithm 3.1 to the optimal offline
objective value at each bipartite graph. We used instances in this experiment: 50
advertisements (|A| = 50) and 200 slots (|T | = 200). The capacity of each advertise-
ment was set to 4. The ratio of UiLi was limited to 10 for each advertisement. The
number of node types was set to 20 (|K| = 20), and the sequence of slots assumed
to follow a multinomial distribution in the known IID model.
To obtain values for βωi , we solve the (dual) slave problem for each scenario.
Many future scenarios are drawn for the time of each slot. If we consider all the
scenarios drawn, the computation time might be time-consuming for the (dual) slave
problems. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present the experimental ratios and computation times
for different values of |Ωj |. We used λ = 0 and ∆ = 1. The values in Figures 3.1 and
3.2 mean the average values for 100 data sets.
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Figure 3.1: Results for different value of |Ωj | (Known IID)
Figure 3.2: Results for different value of |Ωj | (Random permutation)
The experimental ratio increased by 6.2% (known IID) and 9.4% (random permu-
tation) when we apply Algorithm 3.1 (|Ωj | = 1). The computation times increased
linearly in both of the two probabilistic models as |Ωj | increases, but the increasing
rate was higher in the random permutation model. The experimental ratio tended
to increase with increasing values of |Ωj |. The increase in the experimental ratio was
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shown to be more apparent in the known IID model than in the random permutation
model. The known IID model showed statistically significant differences between the
average experimental ratios from |Ωj | = 0 to 5. Meanwhile, the random permutation
showed statistically significant differences from |Ωj | = 0 to 4. This implies that the
adjusted dual variable βωi calculated by using future scenarios showed better perfor-
mance than βi obtained by the previous update rule. However, it does not always
mean that the performance improves as the number of future scenarios increases.
Hence, considering a trade-off between the experimental ratios and computation
times presented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, we decided to set |Ωj | to 5 (in the known
IID model) and 4 (in the random permutation model) for the following analysis.
Experimental results may vary in different probability distributions. However, in
general, even when a greedy-type algorithm to solve an online problem is applied,
the experimental ratios are much better than proved competitive ratios in most
cases [110]. Even without generating a scenario, the experimental ratio was higher
than 88% in both of the two probabilistic orders. In fact, the competitive ratio is
greatly affected because of a minority of the worst cases. Conducting Algorithm 3.1
with an arbitrary scenario is similar to conducting a randomized algorithm. If a
randomized algorithm is applied, results from the worst cases might not be more
likely to occur [90, 79]. Moreover, the two probabilistic orders used in this model have
relatively simple structures, so the deviation of the expectation values depending on
scenarios might not be large. It might be difficult to improve the performance with
a small number of scenarios when a problem has many worst cases or complex order
sequence. It is crucial that we decide an appropriate value of |Ωj | depending on
problems in terms of both ratios and computation times.
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Sensitivity analysis of the parameters λ and ∆ was performed for the two stochas-
tic models to derive meaningful insights about Algorithm 3.1. Figures 3.3 - 3.6
present the experimental ratios for different values of the parameters λ and ∆. The
values in Figures 3.3 - 3.6 are average values for 100 data sets. Figures 3.3 - 3.6
show that Algorithm 3.1 performed better as the value of ∆ decreased for the two
probabilistic orders. It means that the more frequently we use the adjusted dual
variable βωi , the more likely we obtain high experimental ratios. The differences in
the experimental ratio were as much as 6.2%, depending on ∆ (1 to 50). In addition,
the figures show that the experimental ratios were affected by the value of λ. The
effect of the value of λ tended to be no higher than that of the value of ∆. Overall,
λ = 0.3 showed the best results for these experiments.
Figure 3.3: Experimental ratios for different values of ∆ (λ = 0)
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Figure 3.4: Experimental ratios for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.3)
Figure 3.5: Experimental ratios for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.6)
Figure 3.6: Experimental ratios for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.9)
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Figures 3.7 - 3.10 present the computation times for different values of the pa-
rameters λ and ∆. The average computation times ranged between 0.03 and 1.95
seconds (known IID) and between 0.11 and 7.52 seconds (random permutation). The
small value of ∆ means that the algorithm takes much computation time because
the number of stochastic programming formulations to be solved increases. It is im-
portant to decide an appropriate value of ∆ by considering the experimental ratios
and computation times. Hence, considering a trade-off between the experimental
ratios and computation times presented in Figures 3.3 - 3.10, we decided to set λ to
0.3 and ∆ to 10 for the following analysis. The empirical results for different ratios
of UiLi , |A|, and |T | are presented in the next subsections.
Figure 3.7: Computation times for different values of ∆ (λ = 0)
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Figure 3.8: Computation times for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.3)
Figure 3.9: Computation times for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.6)
Figure 3.10: Computation times for different values of ∆ (λ = 0.9)
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3.4.1 Results for known IID model
The empirical results for different ratios of UiLi (between 10 and 1000) are presented in
Figure 3.11. Figure 3.11 shows the average values for 100 data sets. To compare the
performances of the primal-dual algorithm with stochastic information (Algorithm
3.1), we present the results for the primal-dual algorithm using a greedy update rule
as well. The average differences in experimental ratios between the two algorithms
ranged between 10.5% and 14.6%. The difference tended to increase as UiLi increased,
but the tendency was not high. The ratio of UiLi considerably affects the worst-case
bound obtained by Algorithm 2.3, while it did not highly affect the experimental
ratios obtained by Algorithm 3.1 in the known IID model. Regardless of the ratios
of UiLi (between 10 and 1000), the experimental ratios of Algorithm 3.1 showed more
than 98%.
Figure 3.11: Results for different ratios of Ui/Li (Known IID)
Figure 3.12 presents the experimental ratios for different values of |A| and |T | (6
cases). Figure 3.13 shows the computation times for different values of |A| and |T |.
The values are average values for 100 data sets under UiLi = 100. The experimental
ratios tended to slightly increase as |A| and |T | increased in both of the two ap-
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proaches. This implies that as |A| and |T | increase, advertisements not assigned yet
are more likely to have the opportunity to be displayed on the remaining slots. The
results from Algorithm 3.1 showed nearly 99% experimental ratio and the difference
of 13 ∼ 14% compared to the greedy approach in these experiments. The computa-
tion times ranged between 0.18 and 9.75 seconds and tended to show the tendency
of increasing exponentially.
Figure 3.12: Experimental ratios for different values of |A| and |T | (Known IID)
Figure 3.13: Computation times for different values of |A| and |T | (Known IID)
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3.4.2 Results for random permutation model
The empirical results for different ratios of UiLi (between 10 and 1000) are presented
in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.14 shows the average values for 100 data sets. The average
differences in experimental ratios between the two algorithms ranged between 10.5%
and 30.1%. The difference tended to increase as UiLi increased. It showed more distinct
differences than in the known IID model. Like that for the known IID model, the
ratio of UiLi did not highly affect the experimental ratios obtained by Algorithm 3.1
in the random permutation model. Regardless of the ratios of UiLi (between 10 and
1000), the experimental ratios of Algorithm 3.1 showed nearly 99%.
Figure 3.14: Results for different ratios of Ui/Li (Random permutation)
Figure 3.15 presents the experimental ratios for different values of |A| and |T |
(6 cases). Figure 3.16 shows the computation times for different values of |A| and
|T |. The values are average values for 100 data sets under UiLi = 100. The exper-
imental ratios tended to slightly increase as |A| and |T | increased in both of the
two approaches. Like that for the known IID model, this implies that as |A| and
|T | increase, advertisements that had missed the chance of being displayed on the
past slots are more likely to have the opportunity to be displayed on the remaining
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slots. Algorithm 3.1 showed more than 99% experimental ratios and the difference of
19 ∼ 27% compared to the greedy approach in these experiments. The computation
times ranged between 0.67 and 102.04 seconds and tended to show the tendency
of increasing exponentially. In these experiments, the random permutation model
showed more effective results in terms of experimental ratios, but less efficient re-
sults in terms of computation times compared to the known IID model.
Figure 3.15: Experimental ratios for different values of |A| and |T | (Random permu-
tation)
Figure 3.16: Computation times for different values of |A| and |T | (Random permu-
tation)
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3.4.3 Managerial insights for Algorithm 3.1
Algorithm 3.1 used in the probabilistic orders has some managerial insights. Algo-
rithm 3.1 can be a robust approach to solving the display ads problem if we know
probabilistic information of the coming slots. Overall, Algorithm 3.1 found more
than 95% ratios (close to 100% in random permutation) in all cases of the numer-
ical experiments. Even though Algorithm 3.1 did not present guarantee worst-case
bounds, we showed that the algorithm is a practical methodology through the sim-
ulation results.
There are a lot of future scenarios in each slot. We arbitrarily select sample
scenarios (|Ωj |) and solve the stochastic programming problem with the sample
scenarios, because it would take much time to consider all future scenarios. Through
the simulation results, we showed more than 97% experimental ratios even in a small
number of scenarios (|Ωj | = 4 or 5). In fact, there is a possibility that a small number
of scenarios lead to bias. However, the simulation results found that the bias might
not have a significant impact on the experimental ratios.
It is crucial to decide appropriate values of ∆ and λ when we use Algorithm 3.1
to solve the problem. The parameter ∆ is related to the trade-off between effective-
ness and efficiency. The parameter λ is used to adjust the effect of the stochastic
technique. We found that using only the adjust dual variable βωi (λ = 0) does not
always lead to better results through the experiments. Thus, it is recommended
that publishers decide appropriate values of ∆ and λ through their own simulation
results.
From a practical point of view, the simulation results from Algorithm 3.1 can
apply to a wide range of fields. For example, the publishers would need Algorithm
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3.1 to solve the online advertising assignment problem in which some advertisers are
sensitive to the number of times their ads are displayed. It would also be helpful
to solve other types of problems (e.g., scheduling or resource allocation) that can
correspond to the online bipartite matching problem [15, 90]. In these problems, the
number of resources (e.g., humans, machines, hotel rooms, and so on) is limited,
which has to present a strict capacity constraint.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we considered the display ads problem, which is a generalization
of the edge-weighted and capacitated online bipartite matching problem as covered
in Chapter 2. Unlike Chapter 2, we derived stochastic formulations for the problem
by considering two probabilistic order models (known IID and random permuta-
tion), which are suitable for the realistic situation. For the probabilistic orders, the
stochastic online algorithm with scenario-based stochastic programming and Ben-
ders decomposition was proposed to solve the problem.
The stochastic online algorithms provided better performances than the primal-
dual algorithm did through the numerical experiments of the two probabilistic or-
ders. The appropriate values of λ and |∆| must be chosen according to the trade-off
between the experimental ratio and computation time. The solution methodolo-
gies provided competitive and realistic solutions in the real-time environment of
the assignment problem. Therefore, these algorithms are expected to be useful for
publishers who place online advertisements on their websites.
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Chapter 4
Online Banner Advertisement Scheduling for
Advertising Effectiveness
4.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
Advertising is used as one of the critical methods for companies to promote products
or services. There are various platforms to present advertisements, such as broad-
cast, print, or the Internet. With a drastic increase in online communities, many
companies have been paying attention to web advertising. Besides, web advertising
has more traceability, cost effectiveness, reachability, and interactivity than other
platforms, so the popularity of web advertising can be expected to continue [95].
According to an Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) report, Internet advertising
revenue in the United States was $107.5 billion in 2018, an increase of 22% over that
of 2017 [68].
With the advent of web advertising, studies related to web advertising have also
been initiated. [122] provided a framework for the competitive selection of advertise-
ments on websites. [106] described terminologies for web advertising measurements
and proposed exposure and interactivity metrics. [98] explained the growth of web
advertising and proposed a web advertising model for effectiveness.
Banner advertisement is the most common form of web advertising. A banner is
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a rectangular advertisement positioned on either side, the top, or the bottom of a
web page, such as an Internet article or an online shopping mall. An image in the
banner advertisement is clickable and is linked to a target web page [98]. By being
displayed on a web page, the banner attracts the attention of online users who are
interested in the associated products or services.
Online advertisement publishers must construct layout partitioning and allocate
the appropriate banners at the respective time [58, 97]. A well-constructed adver-
tisement scheduling increases advertising effectiveness. As the advertising effective-
ness increases, advertisers’ requests to display their advertisements on the website
increase. As the requests increase, online advertisement publishers can ultimately
generate more revenue [116, 22]. Hence, online banner advertisement scheduling is
important to online advertisement publishers. Online banner advertisement schedul-
ing for online advertisement publishers is addressed in this study.
Many researchers have focused on online banner advertisement scheduling from
an optimization perspective and provided mathematical models. [1] presented a
MAXSPACE problem of banner advertisement scheduling; it was designed to find a
banner advertisement scheduling solution in which space utilization of various-sized
advertisements is maximized for specific time slots. Figure 4.1 shows an example
solution to the problem (left) and a webpage for the second slot (right) in the plan-
ning period. In this example, there are six advertisements (A to F) and ten slots in
the planning period. The advertisements each have different lengths, and they can
be assigned to each slot. Each slot can be represented as a period of five, ten, thirty
minutes, etc. A banner is positioned on the left side of the webpage in this figure.
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Figure 4.1: Example of MAXSPACE problem (left) and webpage for the second slot
(right)
Recent research on online banner advertisement scheduling has focused on max-
imizing advertising effectiveness, not space utilization by introducing new objective
functions [7, 36, 54, 74]. They pointed out that maximizing the space utilization of
time slots does not directly translate to maximizing online advertisement publish-
ers’ revenue. To measure advertising effectiveness, they primarily took into account
the timing when an advertisement is displayed and the number of advertisement
exposures. However, they have not extensively investigated the effects of other ad-
vertisements displayed in the same time slot. [120, 62, 5] explicitly demonstrated
that the effectiveness of any given advertisement might be diminished by the pres-
ence of competing advertisements sorted and served together with it in a time slot.
Such interference could play an important role, in particular, when the companies
display advertisements of their own products or services on the website. Therefore,
this study develops an online banner advertisement scheduling model that includes
critical factors, such as competitive advertising interference, influencing advertising
effectiveness.
In this study, there are four distinct features for the online banner advertisement
scheduling considering advertising effectiveness. First, to reflect the advertising effec-
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tiveness, this model considers factors that influence the tendency for online users to
click on the advertisement. The tendency is defined as the click-through-rate (CTR)
[55, 93]. This study proposes four factors that influence the CTR: exposure, involve-
ment, size, and competition. In addition to these factors, the contents and features of
an advertisement (such as message, colour, and animation) also influence the CTR.
However, because online advertisement publishers cannot control content features,
we do not consider them in this study. That is, this study assumes that the con-
tents of each advertisement are fixed before the banner advertisement scheduling is
implemented.
Second, this study is the first one in which competitive advertising interference
is introduced to online banner advertisement scheduling. We call the interference
‘competition.’ Competition is defined as the extent of interference when consumers
are exposed to advertisements for competing products, and negatively affects adver-
tising effectiveness [62, 120, 28]. When more advertisements are displayed together in
a time slot, each advertisement is adversely affected by the high competition within
the slot. So, it may not be optimal to display as many advertisements as possible in
a time slot.
Third, this study presents an expected CTR function as an objective function of
the model. The function is based on the consideration of the four factors mentioned
above. This study uses the demand function developed by [30] to devise the expected
CTR function. Each component of the demand function can be interpreted as one
of the factors of the expected CTR function. Fourth, variable display frequency
bounds proposed by [37] are used in our model. The constraint not only reflects a
realistic situation but also offers more flexibility for online advertisement publishers
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to display advertisements in the model compared to fixed display frequency.
With a given set of advertisements, online advertisement publishers have to de-
sign a well-constructed advertisement scheduling model to maximize advertising
effectiveness. It leads to an increase in advertisers’ requests to display their adver-
tisements on the website and ultimately generates more revenue for online advertise-
ment publishers. The model that considers the four features, as mentioned above,
can be represented as an integer programming model with the non-linear objective
function. This study not only develops an online banner advertisement scheduling
model to maximize advertising effectiveness but also provides a solution methodol-
ogy to obtain good quality solutions efficiently: a heuristic approach to finding valid
lower and upper bounds of the model. To compare the result from large data sets,
we also present a hybrid tabu search.
There exists various literature on online banner advertising scheduling and math-
ematical models. [2] proposed a banner assignment problem by using the formula-
tion of the minimum cost flow problem. [1] presented a MAXSPACE problem of
banner advertisement scheduling. They also showed that the problem is NP-hard.
A heuristic algorithm called SUBSET-LSLF was developed for obtaining good ad-
vertisement scheduling solutions for web pages. [34, 88] presented better heuristic
algorithms to solve the MAXSPACE problem than those offered by to [1]. [52] pre-
sented a (3 + ε)-approximation algorithm for a profit maximization problem (equal
to the MAXSPACE problem).
Furthermore, some studies extended the original MAXSPACE problem by con-
sidering realistic situations. [11] presented the MAXSPACE problem regarding mul-
tiple display frequencies in which the customer is allowed to specify a set of accept-
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able frequencies. [37] presented the MAXSPACE problem that incorporated vari-
able display frequencies. Online advertisement companies apply acceptable adver-
tisement frequency ranges to offer more flexibility to the publishers and advertisers.
[108] proposed an advertisement scheduling problem with different advertisement
frequencies between prime and regular times. [38] stated the importance of online
advertisement targeting, and [35] extended the problem of [37] by considering ad-
vertisement targeting. Some studies proposed placement models and formulations in
which two-dimensional display time slots are considered [18, 60, 59, 82, 85, 95]. [33]
considered release dates and deadlines in the MAXSPACE problem and developed
a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the problem.
Meanwhile, some studies provided new pricing models that reflect applicabil-
ity in industry. The studies emphasized maximizing advertising effectiveness rather
than space utilization. [87] solved the online banner advertisement scheduling prob-
lem with a hybrid pricing model. A hybrid pricing model is the one where pric-
ing is based on a combination of the number of advertisement exposures (cost-per-
thousand impressions model) and the number of clicks on the advertisement (click-
through model). [107, 44, 32] discussed the importance of the position and timing
when managers assign advertisements to the slots in advertisement channels, such as
online web, mobile device, book, and TV. [36] extended [37]’s model and presented
a nonlinear pricing model which reflects the quantity discount pricing strategy.
Also, some studies addressed new pricing models combined with the character-
istic of online users. [7] discussed a contract problem for online advertisements with
pay-per-view pricing scheme. [42]’s model is to accomplish that each advertisement is
displayed as proportionally as possible to all targeted viewers types. [74, 54] consid-
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ered online users’ preference and fatigue regarding online advertising scheduling. [91]
presented an online display advertising planning problem to maximize the spreading
of impressions across targeted audience segments, while limiting demand shortfalls.
Compared to the previous literature, this study presents a new approach to
measuring advertising effectiveness. The approach considers four factors that influ-
ence the tendency for online users to click on the advertisement and presents an
expected CTR function to reflect these factors. This study first presents the ex-
pected CTR function in this problem. Among the factors, the degree to competition
has not yet been discussed extensively in the literature on maximizing advertising
effectiveness. Because of the degree to competition, the problem may violate the
monotonicity assumption. It means that the effectiveness of a set of ads (set A) may
be smaller than that of the subset of set A. It may be difficult to solve the problem
using dynamic programming or knapsack problem with uncertain/independent val-
ues [102, 103, 21, 104]. Hence, we present other solution approaches to solving the
problem.
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents descrip-
tions of the assumptions and the formulation of the online banner advertisement
scheduling for advertising effectiveness. Section 4.3 presents the solution method-
ologies used to obtain valid lower and upper bounds of the problem efficiently. In
Section 4.4, experimental results for small and large problems are provided. The
results using the standard data sets provided by the IAB are also presented. Section
4.5 offers summaries of the research and suggestions for future studies.
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4.2 Mathematical Model
In this section, an integer programming model with a non-linear objective function
for the online banner advertisement scheduling problem is explained. The objective of
the model is to select a set of advertisements for each time slot so that the advertising
effectiveness is maximized. A time slot is a space for displaying advertisements in
a unit time interval. There are three types of constraints in our model. First, the
selected advertisements for a time slot should fit in the available space. Second, each
advertisement can be displayed at most one in a time slot. Third, if an advertisement
is selected, its display frequency in all time slots must be between lower and upper
bounds.
4.2.1 Objective function
Unlike prior models of online banner advertisement scheduling, the model presented
herein is based on considerations of advertising effectiveness [37, 82, 95]. Accordingly,
the advertising effectiveness is reflected in the objective function of the model. This
study proposes an expected CTR function as an objective function of the model.
CTR is typically defined as the number of clicks divided by the number of times the
advertisement has been exposed to time slots; thus, it represents the effectiveness
of an advertisement [16, 55]. The actual value of CTR is calculated after advertise-
ments are displayed on a slot. Publishers, who place advertisements on the slots,
need a reasonable estimation of the CTR values to maximize the advertising effec-
tiveness when a set of ads and time slots are given. After estimating the CTR values,
publishers can accomplish effective assignments based on the values.
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Table 4.1: Four factors that influence the click-through-rate (CTR)
Factors Description References
Exposure The extent to how often the advertisement is exposed
over a planning horizon
[112, 121]
Involvement The number of website users who have high-affinity
with the advertisement or the degree of relationship
between the website and the advertisement
[16, 121, 113]
Size The relative or absolute size of the advertisement [92, 113]
Competition The extent of interference when consumers are ex-
posed to advertisements for competition products
[120, 62]
The expected CTR function used in this study consists of four main factors:
exposure, involvement, size, and competition. The four factors are not only closely
related to CTR but also those that online advertisement publishers can control
through changing a subset of advertisements displayed when they display adver-
tisements on websites. Because online advertisement publishers cannot control the
contents of an advertisement itself, factors such as message, colour, and animation
are not considered. In other words, it is assumed that the contents of each adver-
tisement are fixed. Table 4.1 describes the four factors that compose the expected
CTR function and presents previous research which found statistically significant
relationships between the four factors and CTR.
This study presents an expected CTR function based on the consideration of the
four factors listed in Table 4.1. The function was made by referring to the demand
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function developed by [30]. The demand function of [30] is defined as follows:










The demand function was used to solve the shelf-space allocation problem. (K
is the number of shelves.) The demand function was postulated and proved through
broad empirical findings [30, 31, 89]. An empirical estimation with cross-sectional
data, a meta-analysis, and the method of least square have been used to estimate the
parameters of the demand function [39, 43, 45]. The shelf-space allocation problem
is used to optimize the retailer’s allocation of shelf space for a set of alternative
products.
The shelf-space allocation and banner advertisement scheduling are structurally
similar. First, the publisher chooses a set of items (products or advertisements)
and displays them in limited spaces. Second, the objective is to maximize the pub-
lisher’s revenue. In addition, the total demand is dependent on the allocation of
selected products in the shelf space allocation problem. Likewise, in the online ban-
ner scheduling problem, the total advertising effectiveness is dependent on a set of
displayed advertisements. Because of the similarities between the two problems, for
this study, the expected CTR function was developed by using the components of
the demand function. Each component of the demand function can be interpreted as
one of the factors of the expected CTR function. In particular, exposure (positive)
and competition (negative) effects are clearly reflected in the demand function.
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The expected CTR function is presented as follows:








The expected CTR function includes the four factors that influence CTR. Table
4.2 shows the comparisons between the demand function developed by [30] and the
expected CTR function. The components of [30]’s demand function can be translated
into the factors this study proposes. The components of Table 4.2, except xik, are all
parameters. The parameters are assumed to be empirically estimated by historical
data for advertising effectiveness. This study uses the expected CTR function as the
objective function.
Table 4.2: Comparisons between the demand function developed by [30] and the
expected CTR function
Demand function [30] CTR function (this study)
αi Space scale parameter for product i Quality of contents of ad i
sik(si) Quantity of product i displayed on
shelf k
Size of ad i
xik Product i displayed on shelf k or not Ad i displayed in slot k or not (ex-
posure)
βik Space elasticity of product i dis-
played on shelf k
Degree to involvement of users for
ad i in slot k
δij Cross space elasticity between prod-
ucts i and j
Degree to competition between ads i
and j
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In shelf-space allocation problem, αi is the space scale parameter for product i.
The value of αi is translated into the quality of the contents of ad i in the CTR
function. The space elasticity is defined as the ratio of changes in sales to changes in
space. The value of βik depends on characteristics of product i and shelf k. Similarly,
in the CTR function, βik represents the degree to involvement of users for ad i in slot
k. In other words, βik emphasizes the importance of timing when ad i is displayed,
while αi means the effect of ad i itself regardless of the timing. The cross-space
elasticity, δij , is defined as the ratio of changes in sales of product i to changes in
product j. The value of δij depends on whether products i and j are complementary
or substitute products. Similarly, in the CTR function, δij represents the degree to
competition between ads i and j.
4.2.2 Notations and formulation
The definitions of the parameters and decision variables used in the integer pro-
gramming model with a non-linear objective function are presented as follows:
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Table 4.3: Parameters and decision variables
N Number of advertisement types
T Number of time slots
H Height of banner in all time slots
si Height of ad i
Li Lower bound on display frequency of ad i if displayed
αi Quality of contents of ad i
βit Degree to involvement and tendency of users of ad i for time slot t
δij Degree to competition between ads i and j
xij Binary decision variable, whose value is 1 if ad i is assigned to time slot t;
0 otherwise
yi Binary decision variable, whose value is 1 if ad i is assigned; 0 otherwise
The integer programming formulation with a non-linear objective function for











(1− xjt + sjxjt)δij (4.4)
N∑
i=1




xit ≤ Tyi, ∀i (4.6)
xit ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, t (4.7)
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yi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i (4.8)
The objective of the formulation is to find the optimal banner advertisement
scheduling that maximizes advertising effectiveness. The objective function means
the total expected CTR value that indicates advertising effectiveness. Equation (4.4)
defines πit as an expected CTR value for ad i in time slot t. Constraint (4.5) guar-
antees that the sum of the heights for advertisements displayed in each time slot
cannot exceed the banner height. Constraint (4.6) enforces frequency bounds for
each advertisement. For any advertisements displayed, the number of times that the
advertisement is shown should be between the lower bound, Li, and the number of
time slots on the time horizon. Constraints (4.7) and (4.8) define xit and yi as binary
variables, respectively.
4.3 Solution Methodologies
The optimization model presented in Section 4.2 featured a non-convex objective
function, which reflects the effectiveness of advertising, with linear constraints. There-
fore, in a large data set, whose optimal solution can be intractable to compute, the
problem might not be solved directly using optimization solvers within a reasonable
time. This study explains an alternate algorithm proposed to solve the problem effi-
ciently and effectively. The alternate algorithm finds valid lower and upper bounds
through the optimization model. Because optimization solvers might not provide
good bounds or solutions within a reasonable time, a hybrid tabu search, which is a
meta-heuristic approach, is also presented as a means to compare the results from
large data sets.
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4.3.1 Heuristic approach to finding valid lower and upper bounds
The heuristic approach focuses on finding valid lower and upper bounds by using the
properties of the optimization model (an integer programming model with a non-
linear objective function) as presented in Section 4.2. The way to find valid lower
and upper bounds is presented as follows:
[Upper bound]
The objective function of the optimization model can be divided into two parts.




and a competition part(∏
∀j 6=i,(1−xjt+sjxjt)δij
)
. As the number of advertisements displayed in a time slot
increases, the advertising effectiveness, as caused by the involvement part, positively
increases; the advertising effectiveness caused by the competition part adversely
increases. In other words, for the latter, the value of
∏
∀j 6=i,(1−xjt+sjxjt)δij is always
in the range of (0, 1], and the value decreases as the competition effect increases. In
addition to this fact, the following proposition could be made:
For specific time slot t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} and set of advertisementsA = {1, 2, . . . , N},
let A1 be subsets of set A such that n(A1) = k assigned to the time slot t, and
A2 be subsets of set A such that n(A2) = k + 1 assigned to the time slot t
(k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1). Let VMAX be the maximum value of
∑N
i=1 πitxit among the
entire subset A1, and VMIN be the minimum value of
∑N
i=1 πitxit among the entire
subsets A2.
Proposition 4.1. If VMAX < VMIN , then any solutions for which k advertisements
are displayed in the time slot t is not an optimal solution.
Proof. To get a contradiction, assume that let X∗ = (x∗11, x
∗
12, . . . , x
∗
NT ) be an op-
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timal solution such that k advertisements are displayed in the time slot t. Let X̂
be a feasible solution identical to X∗ except for the time slot t in which k + 1
advertisements are displayed. Let Π(X∗) and Π(X̂), respectively, be the objective
values of the problem using X∗ and X̂. Suppose that Π(X∗) = VMAX +C. We know
Π(X̂) ≥ VMIN + C. Because VMAX < VMIN , the outcome is Π(X̂) ≥ Π(X∗). This
contradicts the fact that X∗ is the optimal solution.
In summary, as the number of advertisements displayed in a banner increases,
the competition effect negatively increases. Therefore, banners with as many adver-
tisements as possible may not always lead to desirable outcomes. If it is guaranteed
that one of the solutions with more than k advertisements displayed in a particular
time slot is optimal, at least the competition effect in the time slot of the optimal
solution is greater than the minimum competition effect when any k + 1 advertise-
ments are displayed. In the following lemma, an upper bound of the optimization
model is obtained. In Lemma 4.2, the value of P is used to determine the range of
w. If the N advertisements are sorted in descending order of size, then we define Si
as the size of the ith advertisement. The value of P is now defined as the maximum
integer value satisfying
∑P
i=1 Si ≤ H.
For specific time slot t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} and ad i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, two values
(Lwit, R
w




βit , w = 2
αi(si)
βit ×Qmax1 + (Qmax2 ×Qmax3 )× (w − 2), w 6= 2
(4.9)
Rwit = αi(si)
βit ×Qmin1 + (Qmin2 ×Qmin3 )× (w − 1) (4.10)
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where Qmax1 is defined as the maximum value of the competition part for ad i when
any w − 1 advertisements, including ad i, are displayed in a slot. Qmin1 is defined
as the minimum value of the competition part for ad i when any w advertisements,













δij2 · · · (sjw−1)
δijw−1
)
, ∀j1, j2, . . . jw−1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, j1 6=
j2 6= · · · 6= jw−1 6= i. Qmax2 is defined as the maximum value of the involvement part
for an advertisement. Qmin2 is defined as the minimum value of the involvement part
for an advertisement. That is, Qmax2 = max αi′(si′)
βi′t and Qmin2 = min αi′(si′)
βi′t ,
∀i′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}. Qmax3 is defined as the maximum value of the
competition part for an advertisement when any w− 1 advertisements are displayed
in a slot. Qmin3 is defined as the minimum value of the competition part for an













δi′j2 · · · (sjw−1)
δi′jw−1
)
, ∀i′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
∀j1, j2, . . . jw−1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, j1 6= j2 6= · · · 6= jw−1 6= i′.
For each ad i and time slot t, let w′it be the smallest integer of w such that
Lwit > R
w
it . Using the value of w
′


















, w′it 6= 2
(4.11)
If w′it and Dit are obtained, then an upper bound (UB) of the optimization model
can be calculated. UB is an optimal objective value of a new formulation. The
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Dit subject to (4.5) - (4.8)) can be an upper bound of the online banner advertising
scheduling problem. Also, the new formulation can be represented as binary integer
programming (BIP).
Proof. The values of Lwit and R
w
it can be interpreted as described in this paragraph.




t=1 πitxit is less than L
w
it when any





t=1 πitxit is greater than R
w
it when any w advertisements including ad
i are displayed in the time slot t. So, if Lwit ≤ Rwit , then the solutions with fewer
than w advertisements (including ad i) displayed in the time slot t are guaranteed
to be not optimal. In other words, if w′it is obtained for ad i and time slot t, the
solutions with fewer than w′it − 1 advertisements (including ad i) displayed in the
time slot t are not optimal. Furthermore, Dit represents the value of the competition
part that reflects the minimum competition effect when w′it − 1 (including ad i)
advertisements are displayed in time slot t. Thus, for each ad i and time slot t,
the competition effect of the optimal solution is not less than the competition effect
indicated byDit. Accordingly, for the new formulation, in which the competition part(∏
∀j 6=i,(1−xjt+sjxjt)δij
)
is replaced by Dit, the objective value is guaranteed to be
an upper bound of the original model. The new formulation can be a BIP problem





βitxit ·Dit subject to (4.5) - (4.8).
The procedure of the way to obtain a lower bound is as follows:
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[Lower bound]
The optimization model can be a BIP if no competition effects are present (∀δij = 0).
In Stage 1, the heuristic solves the optimization model without competition effects
(BIP). In the next iterations (Stage 2), we assume that the competition part for each
advertisement is calculated by using X∗ obtained from the previous iteration. We
then update the objective function and solve the corresponding BIP. The heuristic
to obtain a competitive lower bound is a modification of the heuristic of [114]. The
details of the heuristic are as follows:
Stage 1. Solving the optimization problem without competition effects.
Step 1. Let X∗ be the solution of the optimization problem without competition effects.
Step 2. LB ← the objective function value applying X∗ to the original formulation.
Stage 2. Solving the optimization problem with competition effects of the previous iteration.
Step 1. For ∀i, t, compute πit using X∗ and construct the corresponding BIP using X∗.
Step 2. Let X∗∗ be the solution of the corresponding BIP using πit
Step 3. If X∗ = X∗∗, then stop the process; otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4. LB∗ ← the objective function value applying X∗∗ to the original formulation.
Step 5. If LB∗ > LB, then LB ← LB∗.
Step 6. X∗ ← X∗∗ and repeat Stage 2.
4.3.2 Hybrid tabu search
This study uses a hybrid tabu search as a supplementary approach to compare the
results from large data sets. A tabu search is a meta-heuristic method that can
be used to explore a space of possible solutions beyond the local optimality within
a reasonable time [56]. The method is easy to represent a feasible solution as a
sequence form in this problem and also to find an improved solution by checking the
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immediate neighbor sequences of the current solution. Thus, the hybrid tabu search
is used as a supplementary approach. The hybrid tabu search generates an initial
sequence based on a greedy algorithm, and then the tabu search is repeated with
the updated sequence. The sequence represents the assignment of advertisements
to time slots. When constraints are satisfied, the sequence can be converted to a
feasible solution.
Appendix A presents the details of the greedy algorithm that generates an initial
sequence and its information for the hybrid tabu search. After the greedy algorithm,
we conduct the hybrid tabu search using this sequence to obtain good feasible solu-
tions. The details of the hybrid tabu search are presented in Appendix B (Algorithm
B.1 and Algorithm B.2). num1 is an arbitrary constant that represents a criterion
for assigning advertisements, which is introduced to avoid being trapped in local
optima. A small example is presented in Appendix C.
4.4 Computational Experiments
In this section, the performances of the model are analyzed in small, large, and
standard data sets. The standard data used in this study is extracted from the
specifications provided by the IAB. The optimal solution of the non-convex and non-
linear formulation was obtained by using a brute-force search with LINGO version
17.0. The heuristic approach used to find valid lower and upper bounds was run
with Xpress Mosel version 3.10.0, and the hybrid tabu search was run with JAVA
language in Windows 7 on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690 CPU 3.5GHz
with 16.00 GB of RAM.
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Table 4.4: Parameter sets
Parameter Value
(N,T ) (small) (4,2), (5,2), (5,3), (6,3), (6,4), (7,3)
(N,T ) (large) (10,3), (20,5), (30,10), (50,15), (75,20), (100,25)
H 400





For small data sets, the performances of the solution methodologies were eval-
uated by comparing the optimal solutions obtained within a reasonable time. The
time limit was set to 3,600 seconds. However, for large data sets, because the formu-
lation could not provide competitive solutions as well as an optimal solution within
the time limit, the results obtained by the heuristic approach and hybrid tabu search
only were analyzed. The parameters of the hybrid tabu search are as follows: num1
was set to 0.05, the number of iterations was 10×N , and the number of tabu search
iterations was 5. Table 4.4 shows the parameter sets used in the formulation. U[a, b]
refers to a uniform distribution between a and b.
The parameters N and T in small data sets were designed to solve the problem
using the brute-force search easily and those in big data sets were chosen with the
rate of approximately 3 or 4 to 1 (N :T ). The slot size and advertisement size were
chosen to display an average of 4 or 5 advertisements in a time slot. The ranges for
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the parameters related to demand function of [30], such as αi, βit, and δij were based
on values from shelf-space allocation problems. The results for small and large data
sets are presented in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. In Section 4.4.3, the computational
results, using the standard data sets developed by [66], are presented.
4.4.1 Results for problems with small data sets
Twenty different samples were tested for each problem size. The brute-force search
could find the optimal solutions in all instances of small data sets within the time
limit. However, the problems that exceeded the (7, 3) instance set did not provide
near-optimal solutions as well as an optimal solution within the time limit. The
sample data were also used in the other solution methodologies to compare the
results in terms of the effectiveness and efficiency. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the
results for the problems with small data sets.
Table 4.5: Computation times for problems with small data sets
(N,T )
Computation time (in seconds) (avg, max)
Optimization Heuristic for bounds Hybrid tabu search
(4, 2) (18.8, 23.0) (0.025, 0.028) (0.010, 0.014)
(5, 2) (52.5, 78.0) (0.027, 0.035) (0.014, 0.017)
(5, 3) (109.6, 230) (0.020, 0.033) (0.020, 0.026)
(6, 3) (256.1, 480) (0.030, 0.056) (0.030, 0.039)
(6, 4) (454.9, 766) (0.030, 0.058) (0.059, 0.090)
(7, 3) (1,076, 2,473) (0.050, 0.060) (0.040, 0.050)
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Table 4.6: Performance gaps for problems with small data sets
(N,T )
% performance gap (avg, max)
Heuristic for bounds∗ Hybrid tabu search∗ 1− LBUB
(4, 2) (0.00, 0.00) (0.00, 0.00) (0.00, 0.00)
(5, 2) (0.11, 0.46) (0.02, 0.24) (1.48, 2.00)
(5, 3) (0.14, 0.50) (0.13, 0.50) (1.47, 2.16)
(6, 3) (0.28, 0.88) (0.21, 0.60) (2.32, 3.39)
(6, 4) (0.27, 0.72) (0.20, 0.44) (2.33, 3.15)
(7, 3) (0.40, 0.71) (0.18, 0.54) (2.83, 3.36)
∗ (1− objective value of solution obtained by each algorithmoptimal objective value )× 100%
The average computation times using the brute-force search ranged between
18.8 and 1,076 seconds. In contrast, the average computation times for the other
two solution methodologies were less than 0.05 seconds. The heuristic approach
to finding valid lower and upper bounds found the optimal solutions in 44 of 120
instances, and the hybrid tabu search found the optimal solutions in 58 of 120
instances. Although the optimal solutions were not obtained in more than one-half
the instances, the worst optimality gaps for 120 instances were 0.88% and 0.60%
for the heuristic approach and the hybrid tabu search, respectively. On average, for
the small data sets, the hybrid tabu search performed slightly better and found the
solution a little faster than the heuristic approach. In the heuristic approach, the
average percentage of (1− LBUB ) was calculated to be 1.74%, and the worst percentage
was 3.39%. The average gap between the upper bound and the optimal objective
value was calculated to be 1.53%, and the worst gap was 3.16%. The two solution
methodologies found comparatively good quality solutions within one second in the
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experiments with small data sets. The results showed that the two methodologies
are appropriate approaches in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
4.4.2 Results for problems with large data sets
In this section, the results for the problems with large data sets are presented.
Because optimal solutions were not able to be intractable to compute within the
time limit by using the brute-force search, the results were analyzed by using the
bounds that the heuristic found and the feasible solutions obtained by the hybrid
tabu search. In this problem, the number of tabu search iterations was set to T . Each
time Algorithm B.2 was executed, 5 × N times were repeated because Algorithm
B.2 has a random setting in the procedure. The number of tabu sequences was set
to be equal to the number of tabu search iterations. Twenty different samples were
tested for each problem size. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the results for the problems
with large data sets. The last column of Table 4.8 lists the optimality gap indicated
in the LINGO solver at 3,600 seconds.
Table 4.7: Computation times for problems with large data sets
(N,T )
Computation time (in seconds) (avg, max)
Heuristic for bounds Hybrid tabu search
(10, 3) (0.05, 0.08) (0.07, 0.09)
(20, 5) (0.14, 0.39) (0.86, 0.96)
(30, 10) (0.64, 1.32) (7.55, 7.71)
(50, 15) (2.55, 5.55) (54.0, 54.6)
(75, 20) (9.93, 18.4) (251, 255)
(100, 25) (23.7, 46.4) (799, 812)
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Table 4.8: Performance gaps for problems with large data sets
(N,T )









(10, 3) (0.25, 0.96) (0.04, 0.79) (4.51, 5.56) (17.3, 18.5) (26.7, 31.3)
(20, 5) (0.18, 0.83) (0.16, 0.83) (8.73, 9.19) (17.1, 17.6) (48.4, 85.2)
(30, 10) (0.06, 0.31) (0.56, 2.35) (8.97, 9.84) (17.2, 18.5) -
(50, 15) (0.00, 0.00) (1.42, 2.84) (8.35, 9.49) (16.4, 17.2) -
(75, 20) (0.00, 0.02) (2.29, 3.77) (7.70, 9.58) (15.6, 17.2) -
(100, 25) (0.00, 0.00) (4.57, 15.0) (7.61, 10.2) (16.1, 17.9) -
∗ (1− objective value of solution obtained by each algorithmmax{LB,objective value obtained by hybrid tabu search})× 100%
The average computation times ranged between 0.05 and 46.47 seconds in the
heuristic approach and between 0.06 and 812.75 seconds in the hybrid tabu search.
As N and T increased, the heuristic approach found better feasible solutions than the
hybrid tabu search did. Specifically, in the (100, 25) instances, the heuristic approach
found the feasible solution for which the objective value was higher than that of the
hybrid tabu search by 15.02%. On average, the heuristic approach performed better
and found the solution faster than the hybrid tabu search did for the large data
sets. The results showed that the heuristic approach performed better as N and T
increased. In the heuristic approach, the average percentages of (1 − LBUB ) ranged
between 4.51% and 8.97% for the large data sets. It was not always shown that the
average percentages of (1− LBUB ) was increased as N and T increased in the instances.
A linearization technique for bilinear programming problems was also used and
analyzed to relax the non-linear and non-convex objective function in this problem
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[69]. Appendix D presents the details of the linearization technique for bilinear pro-
gramming problems. When the linearization technique was applied, it showed the
same results as the results without competition effects. The average gap from the
technique ranged between 15.4% and 17.3% for the large data sets. As in the heuris-
tic approach, the average gap did not always increase as N and T increased in the
instances.
The last column of Table 4.8 shows the gap between the best possible objective
value and best upper bound (optimality gap) indicated in the LINGO solver at
3,600 seconds. In the (10, 3) and (20, 5) instances, the average optimality gap was
calculated to be 26.7% and 48.4%, respectively. The brute-force search could not
obtain any feasible solutions during 3,600 seconds for most of the data between (30,
10) and (100, 25). Although the brute-force search obtained some feasible solutions
during 3,600 seconds for a few data between (30, 10) and (100, 25), the optimality
gaps were more than 80%. The reduction of the optimality gap was less than 3%
on average, even when the time limit was changed from 3,600 seconds to 10,800
seconds. Accordingly, the results of the linearization technique and brute-force search
support the need for alternate algorithms for online banner scheduling to maximize
advertising effectiveness in terms of solution quality and computation time. In these
experiments, the heuristic approach to finding valid upper and lower bounds was
better than the hybrid tabu search in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
4.4.3 Results for problems with standard data
In this section, the numerical results using standard data sets are presented. The
standard advertisement specification was developed by [66]. Because of the increase
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in the use of mobile devices and tablet PCs as well as diversification of the types of
advertisements, the size specifications for advertisements have consecutively changed
recently. Moreover, flexible-sized advertisement units tend to be provided for each
type of advertisement. This study focused on a vertical banner with advertisement
sizes and other parameters from [37] to deal with the standard data. The advertise-
ment sizes used are described by the IAB.
For vertical banners, the height of a banner is 900 (width is 120) with advertise-
ment sizes of 120× 60, 120× 90, 120× 150, 120× 200, 120× 240, and 120× 280. The
values of αi, βit, and δij were the same as those featured in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
The unit for the time slot was 5 minutes. The unit for the time slot was set larger
than that found in previous literature; otherwise, the difference of βit would be too
small over time. Twenty different samples were tested for each problem set.
Table 4.9 shows the parameter sets described in Section 4.4.3, and Table 4.10
presents the results for the problems with the standard data sets. The fourth column
of Table 4.9 (number of advertisement sizes) denotes one value of 3, 4, 5, or 6. (3 =
{120×200, 120×240, 120×280}, 4 = {120×150, 120×200, 120×240, 120×280}, 5 =
{120× 90, 120× 150, 120× 200, 120× 240, 120× 280}, 6 = {120× 60, 120× 90, 120×
150, 120 × 200, 120 × 240, 120 × 280}). Feasible solutions obtained by the heuristic
approach to finding valid lower and upper bounds were greater than or equal to
those obtained by the tabu search in almost all the standard data sets. In 60T 5N
data set, the feasible solution gaps between the heuristic approach and hybrid tabu
search were approximately 1%, but in 120T 15N data set, the feasible solution gaps
were approximately 10%.
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Table 4.9: Parameter sets for problems with standard data sets
Parameter set
T N # of ad sizes Li
60T 5N 3 60 (5h) 5 3 35
60T 5N 4 60 (5h) 5 4 35
60T 5N 5 60 (5h) 5 5 35
60T 5N 6 60 (5h) 5 6 35
60T 10N 3 60 (5h) 10 3 25
60T 10N 4 60 (5h) 10 4 25
60T 10N 5 60 (5h) 10 5 25
60T 10N 6 60 (5h) 10 6 25
120T 7N 3 120 (10h) 7 3 40
120T 7N 4 120 (10h) 7 4 40
120T 7N 5 120 (10h) 7 5 40
120T 7N 6 120 (10h) 7 6 40
120T 15N 3 120 (10h) 15 3 30
120T 15N 4 120 (10h) 15 4 30
120T 15N 5 120 (10h) 15 5 30
120T 15N 6 120 (10h) 15 6 30
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Table 4.10: Results for problems with standard data sets
Result (average)
1− (LB/UB)(%) Computation time (s)
60T 5N 3 2.07 0.06
60T 5N 4 2.68 0.06
60T 5N 5 4.05 0.06
60T 5N 6 7.24 0.05
60T 10N 3 5.31 0.82
60T 10N 4 10.54 0.56
60T 10N 5 14.95 0.79
60T 10N 6 18.84 0.42
120T 7N 3 4.32 0.20
120T 7N 4 7.70 0.29
120T 7N 5 11.04 0.24
120T 7N 6 14.64 0.22
120T 15N 3 10.65 1.20
120T 15N 4 15.63 1.11
120T 15N 5 17.45 2.16
120T 15N 6 23.61 1.32
These problems had complex non-linear objective functions, so the brute-force
search requires quite a lot of time to solve the problem or even to find near-optimal
solutions. In contrast, the heuristic approach, using Xpress Mosel version 3.10.0,
was much more efficient at finding good quality solutions. In most cases, the average
computation times for the data sets were less than one second. The last four data sets
required slightly more than one second to obtain lower and upper bounds. Because
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optimal solutions of the problems could not be obtained within the time limit by
using the brute-force search, the average ratios of 1−(LB/optimal objective value)
and 1−(optimal objective value/UB) were not calculated.
The average ratios of 1 − LBUB ranged between 2.07% and 23.61% in this ex-
periment. For example, in 60T 5N 3 data set, the objective values of the solutions
obtained by the heuristic showed at least 97.93% of the optimal solutions on aver-
age. The average ratio of 1− LBUB could be worse (larger) by increasing N,T, and the
number of advertisement sizes. In particular, the ratio was influenced most by the
number of advertisement sizes. As the number of advertisement sizes was increased,
the difference between the biggest and the smallest advertisement sizes in the set
was more likely to increase. If the difference between the biggest and the smallest
advertisement sizes is big, there is a high possibility that the value w′it, which was
used to obtain upper bounds of the problems, is not big. This finding means that
the possibility of getting a tighter upper bound is low. It means that tighter bounds
and near-optimal solutions can be obtained by using the heuristic approach when
the difference between the biggest and the smallest advertisement sizes is small.
4.4.4 Managerial insights for the results
The findings of the problem, the heuristic approach, and the analysis have managerial
insights for online advertisement publishers. First, it is not always good to assign
as many advertisements as possible in a slot. As the number of advertisements
displayed in a time slot increases, the advertising effectiveness might decrease due
to competitive advertising interference. The decrease in the expected CTR caused by
the competition might be similar to the value of 1− LBUB in the numerical experiments.
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Publishers’ revenues can be affected along with decreasing CTR value. The gap
ranged between about 2% and 23% in the experiments using the standard data sets.
The gap was more likely to be larger as the number of advertisements and time slots
in a planning horizon increased. It would be more important to assign advertisements
in terms of advertising effectiveness as the number of advertisements and time slots
increases.
Second, it is important to consider not only the degree to involvement but also
the degree to competition. Publishers often try to prioritize and assign the advertise-
ments that have a high degree to involvement in a specific time slot. However, the
results showed that they also need to consider the degree to competition between
the advertisements in the slot. Thus, it is recommended that publishers choose and
schedule advertisements in such a way as to retain the positive effect caused by the
degree to involvement while avoiding the negative effect caused by the degree to
competition.
Third, unlike in the MAXSPACE problem, the expected CTR values from two
groups of advertisements assigned in a slot can be different even when the total
lengths of the two groups are the same. Also, the value can be different depending
on what slot the group is assigned to. Therefore, it is recommended that publishers
analyze the solutions obtained by the heuristic approach, and then identify groups
of advertisements that will maximize the degree to involvement and minimize the
degree to competition. This approach will help publishers understand the logic of
how to assign advertisements and maximize advertising effectiveness.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the study contributed to the literature on online banner adver-
tisement scheduling models by considering critical factors influencing advertising
effectiveness. In particular, the degree to competition has not yet been discussed
extensively in online banner advertisement scheduling. The expected CTR function
was devised to reflect the factors in the model and used as an objective function of
the model in terms of measuring advertising effectiveness.
The presented model was an integer programming model with a non-linear and
non-convex objective function. In a large data set, whose optimal solution can be
intractable to compute, the problem might not be solved directly using optimiza-
tion solvers within a reasonable time. The heuristic approach presented provided
competitive solutions efficiently, even for large data sets of non-convex and non-
linear models through the properties of the objective function. Also, the problem
was tested with standardized conditions for advertisements and time slots, and the
heuristic approach performed efficiently and effectively in the standard data sets.
The model and its heuristic approach are expected to be useful for online adver-
tisement publishers when they choose and schedule advertisements over a planning
horizon while considering advertising effectiveness.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research
Managing online advertising assignment is essential for publishers who place online
advertisements on their websites. Online advertising assignment is generally decided
through contracts. In most cases, advertisers and publishers achieve contracts by
using compensation methods (e.g., CPC) based on customer performance. For this
reason, publishers need to develop their decision-making processes for assigning on-
line advertisements on their website to increase the number of clicks from the users.
In this dissertation, we covered two online advertising assignment problems that
publishers solve: the display ads problem (one of the search engine advertising prob-
lems) and the online banner advertisement scheduling problem (one of the display
advertising problems). Moreover, we considered realistic constraints in the problems.
Unlike previous assignment problems, the problems might be pragmatic approaches
that reflect realistic constraints and advertising effectiveness.
In Chapter 2, the deterministic algorithms were presented to solve the display
ads problem in adversarial order, Then, in Chapter 3, we provided the stochastic
online algorithm with scenario-based stochastic programming and Benders decom-
position to solve the display ads problem in probabilistic orders. Finally, in Chapter
4, we introduced the online banner advertisement scheduling models by considering
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critical factors influencing advertising effectiveness and the heuristic approach to
obtaining good quality solutions efficiently, even for large data sets. The algorithms
the dissertation designed can offer important insights into the online advertisement
assignment problem. Next, we summarize our studies presented in Chapters 2, 3,
and 4 and future research directions.
In Chapter 2, we considered the display ads problem in adversarial order, which
is a generalization of the edge-weighted and capacitated online bipartite matching
problem. The objective of this problem is to maximize the total weight of edges
matched while considering the strict capacity constraint. The strict capacity con-
straint reflects realistic situations. It is difficult to solve the online version of the
problem with the strict capacity constraint, but we presented a deterministic algo-
rithm with worst-case guarantees. We also proved upper bounds on the competitive
ratio of any deterministic algorithms. From the results, we derived that the deter-
ministic algorithm may be a near-optimal algorithm according to the capacity and
weight range.
In Chapter 3, we covered the display ads problem in probabilistic orders. The
problem in probabilistic orders considered more realistic situation in which the com-
pany can stochastically estimate the input sequence by using historical data in real
problems although information on weights between edges is revealed online. For the
probabilistic orders (known IID and random permutation), we proposed the stochas-
tic online algorithm with scenario-based stochastic programming and Benders de-
composition to solve the problem. The stochastic online algorithms provided better
performances than the primal-dual algorithm did through the numerical experiments
of the two probabilistic orders. Hence, the solution methodologies provided compet-
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itive and realistic solutions in the real-time environment of the assignment problem
and are expected to be useful for publishers who place online advertisements on their
websites.
There are several future research on the display ads problem covered in Chapters
2 and 3. A possible direction is to design new algorithms that show better perfor-
mances in terms of the optimality gap and computation time. In addition, it will be
useful or meaningful to analyze online advertising assignment problems that have
more uncertain structure. For example, both sides of the nodes (advertisements and
slots) are revealed online or the weights of all edges are uncertain, not fixed.
In Chapter 4, we considered the online banner advertisement scheduling models
to maximize advertising effectiveness. The study contributed to the literature on
online banner advertisement scheduling models by considering critical factors influ-
encing advertising effectiveness. In particular, the degree to competition has not yet
been discussed extensively in online banner advertisement scheduling. The expected
CTR function was devised to reflect the factors in the model and used as an objec-
tive function of the model in terms of measuring advertising effectiveness. Because
the model we devised was an integer programming model with a non-linear and non-
convex objective function, we presented the heuristic algorithm to find valid lower
and upper bounds by using the properties of the optimization model. We analyzed
the performances of the heuristic by using the small, large, and standard data set.
We observed that the heuristic algorithm obtained competitive solutions efficiently
even for large data sets.
Some challenging considerations are relevant for future research in Chapter 4.
We used the expected CTR values to measure advertising effectiveness. There needs
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to be future research on validating the similarity (or correlation) between predicted
and actual values. The model proposed and described in this study features a variety
of parameters related to the effectiveness of advertising. The value of the parame-
ters should be accurately estimated and be dynamically reflected in the model over
time. In addition, although the proposed heuristic approach was efficient, it included
binary integer programming, which is an NP-hard problem. Therefore, for future
research, other methodologies, such as linearization techniques or meta-heuristics,




A Initial Sequence of the Hybrid Tabu Search
Phase 1. Calculate Rit for each advertisement displayed in each time slot:
Rit = αi × (si)βit , ∀i, t.
Rit is defined as the expected CTR value without competition effects for ad i dis-
played in time slot t.
Phase 2. Generate an initial sequence S by N advertisements and T slots in de-
scending order according to Rit.
Ri1t1 ≥ Ri2t2 ≥ Ri3t3 ≥ · · · ≥ RiNT tNT
sequence S (i1, t1) (i2, t2) (i3, t3) · · · (iNT , tNT )
1st cell 2nd cell 3rd cell · · · NT th cell
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B Procedure of the Hybrid Tabu Search
Algorithm B.1: Hybrid tabu search
Input : S (initial sequence), H, N , T , si (∀i), Li (∀i)
initialization: CTR← 0; tabuSEQ← ∅; num1← random(0, 1)∗;
SEQ sol← S; SEQ← S;
CTR← Algorithm B.2(SEQ) ;
while time limit is not reached do
k ← 1;
while k < N × T do
SEQk ← sequence by switching the kth and k + 1th cells of SEQ;
if SEQk ∈ tabuSEQ then
CTRk ← 0; k ← k + 1; continue;
else
CTRk ← Algorithm B.2(SEQk); k ← k + 1;
end
end
k ← 1; CTRtemp ← 0; temp← 0;
while k < N × T do
if CTRtemp < CTRk then
temp← k;
end
k ← k + 1;
end




tabuSEQ← tabuSEQ ∪ SEQtemp;
SEQ← SEQtemp;
end
Output: SEQ sol; CTR
∗random(0, 1): an arbitrary constant between 0 and 1
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Algorithm B.2: Assigning advertisements to time slots using SEQ
Input : SEQ (sequence)
initialization: Ht ← H ∀t; xit ← 0 ∀i, t; ri ← random(0, 1)∗ ∀i;
X ← ∅, t← 1;
# assigning advertisements to time slots;
p← 1 ;
while p ≤ N × T do
i(t)← ip(tp) in the pth cell of SEQ;
if ri < num1 then
p← p+ 1; continue;
end
if si ≤ Ht then
xit ← 1; Ht ← Ht − si; p← p+ 1;
end
end












t=1 xbt = 0 then
continue;
else




∗random(0, 1): an arbitrary constant between 0 and 1
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C Small Example of the Hybrid Tabu Search
For a small problem, we show how a sequence can be translated into a solution. The
height of a banner is 10 and the total number of slots is 3. num1 is set to 0. We
assume to let the size, lower bound on display frequency, and values of Rit for each
advertisement be as follows:
Ad i si Li ri Ri1 Ri2 Ri3
1 3 0 0.5 10.2 11.4 12.2
2 5 0 0.5 12.1 12.3 14.4
3 2 0 0.5 8.9 8.7 7.9
4 3 0 0.5 9.6 8.4 10.7
5 4 0 0.5 12.4 11.1 10.4
We generate an initial sequence (S) in descending order according to the values
of Rit:
R23 ≥ R51 ≥ R22 ≥ R13 ≥ · · · R42 ≥ R33
sequence S (2, 3) (5, 1) (2, 2) (1, 3) · · · (4, 2) (3, 3)
According to sequence S, we assign advertisements to time slots as follows:
1. The first cell in sequence S is (i, t) = (2, 3) and r2 is not less than num1. Assign
ad 2 in slot 3.
Figure C.1: Assignment result from the first cell
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2. The second cell in sequence S is (i, t) = (5, 1) and r5 is not less than num1.
Assign ad 5 in slot 1.
Figure C.2: Assignment result from the second cell
3. The third cell in sequence S is (i, t) = (2, 2) and r2 is not less than num1.
Assign ad 2 in slot 2.
Figure C.3: Assignment result from the third cell
If there is no room to assign ad i in slot t or ri is less than num1, we do not assign
ad i in slot t. According to the sequence, we complete an assignment as follows:
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Figure C.4: Final assignment result
If the assignment satisfies Constraint (4.6), the assignment can be a feasible so-
lution. During iterations of the tabu search, we generate new sequences by switching
two consecutive cells of the current sequence. We conduct new assignments using
new sequences until the tabu search is terminated.
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D Linearization Technique of Bilinear Form in R2










(1− xjt + sjxjt)δij
We can consider this form as a bilinear term (ab) in R2
(
a = αi(si)
βitxit and b =∏
∀j 6=i,(1− xjt + sjxjt)δij
)
. If we know lower (upper) bounds of the variables a and
b, the bilinear term can be reformulated as a linearized form [69]. Let aL(aU ) and
bL(bU ) be the lower (upper) bounds of the variables a and b, respectively. Over the
rectangular domain [aL, aU ]× [bL, bU ], the convex and concave envelopes of ab can
be defined as follows [8, 9]:
[Convex envelope (Convex hull)]
max{aLb+ bLa− aLbL, aUb+ bUa− aUbU}
[Concave envelope (Concave hull)]
min{aUb+ bLa− aUbL, aLb+ bUa− aLbU}
Given the two envelopes, the inequalities below are satisfied for all (a, b) ∈ [aL, aU ]×
[bL, bU ]:
max{aLb+ bLa− aLbL, aUb+ bUa− aUbU} ≤ ab
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min{aUb+ bLa− aUbL, aLb+ bUa− aLbU} ≥ ab
If we introduce a new variable e that is replaced by the bilinear term ab, the four
constraints below are added in the optimization problems:
aLb+ bLa− aLbL ≤ e
aUb+ bUa− aUbU ≤ e
aUb+ bLa− aUbL ≥ e
aLb+ bUa− aLbU ≥ e
The bilinear term ab can be linearzed by using the four constraints with a new
variable (e = ab) over the rectangular domain [aL, aU ]× [bL, bU ].
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온라인 커뮤니티의 급격한 성장에 따라,많은 회사들이 온라인 광고에 관심을 기울이고
있다. 온라인 광고의 장점으로는 추적 가능성, 비용 효과성, 도달 가능성, 상호작용성
등이 있다. 온라인에 기반을 두는 회사들은 잘 짜여진 온라인 광고 할당결정에 관심을
두고 있고, 이는 광고 수익과 연관될 수 있다. 따라서 온라인 광고 관리자는 수익을
극대화 할 수 있는 온라인 광고 할당 의사 결정 프로세스를 개발하여야 한다.
본 논문에서는 현실적인 제약을 고려한 온라인 광고 할당 문제들을 제안한다. 본
논문에서 다루는 문제는 (1) adversarial 순서로 진행하는 디스플레이 애드문제, (2)
probabilistic 순서로 진행하는 디스플레이 애드문제 그리고 (3) 광고효과를 위한 온라
인 배너 광고 일정계획이다. 이전에 제안되었던 광고 할당 문제들과 달리, 본 논문에서
제안한 문제들은 현실적인 제약과 광고효과를 반영하는 실용적인 접근 방식이다. 또한
제안하는 알고리즘은 온라인 광고 할당 문제의 운영관리에 대한 통찰력을 제공한다.
1장에서는 온라인 광고 할당 문제에 대한 문제해결 방법론에 대해 간단히 소개한
다. 더불어 연구의 기여와 개요도 제공된다. 2장에서는 adversarial 순서로 진행하는
디스플레이 애드문제를 제안한다. worst-case를 보장하는 결정론적 알고리즘을 설계하
고, 이들의 competitive ratio를 증명한다. 더불어 문제의 상한도 입증된다. 3장에서는
probabilistic순서로진행하는디스플레이애드문제를제안한다.시나리오기반의확률
론적온라인알고리즘과 Benders분해방법을혼합한추계온라인알고리즘을제시한다.
4장에서는 광고효과를 위한 온라인 배너 광고 일정계획을 설계한다. 또한, 모델의 유효
한상한과하한을효율적으로얻는데사용되는문제해결방법론을제안한다. 5장에서는
본 논문의 결론과 향후 연구를 위한 방향을 제공한다.
본논문에서제안하는문제해결방법론은학술및산업분야모두의미가있다.수치
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실험을 통해 문제해결 접근 방식이 문제를 효율적이고 효과적으로 해결할 수 있음을
보인다. 이는 온라인 광고 관리자가 본 논문에서 제안하는 문제와 문제해결 방법론을
통해 온라인 광고 할당관련 의사결정을 진행하는 데 있어 도움이 될 것으로 기대한다.
주요어: 온라인 광고 할당문제, 디스플레이 애드문제, 온라인 배너 광고 스케줄링, 온라
인 알고리즘, 추계 게획법, 광고효과
학번: 2014 - 22636
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